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Synopsis 

The exegesis, ‘The voices of surf-writing’, examines: the relationship between reader and writer in 

the surf-writing genre; how this relationship is conveyed through voice; and, ultimately, how the 

delivery methods of surf-journalism, surf-nonfiction and surf-fiction influence the social 

perception of surf culture in the mass market. Acknowledging that surf-writing is mainly aimed at 

surfers and those who ‘belong to surf’, the exegesis focusses on the ways surf is delivered in texts, 

and examines whether the writing is authentic in its themes, tones and voice, while also calling for 

innovation.  

The exegesis accompanies a creative work, Taj: A man above the reef, which offers a unique 

contribution to the future of surf-writing by presenting Taj Burrow’s retirement tale in a new 

literary format and delivering knowledge earned through industry experience, culture exposure 

and academic exploration. This piece of creative nonfiction utilises fragments, visuals and break-

out boxes to portray a variety of voices operating in the surf culture.  

Surfing has existed for centuries, as histories of the Pacific recognise. The aim of this 

submission is to represent surfing authentically, innovatively and with integrity in all aspects of 

the surf-writing field, while also recommending change to the subgenres and culture of the surf 

writing industry. 
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Introduction 

 

For my way of reading, what makes a piece of writing authentic is twofold: its use of voice, 

and its fact-telling. Peter Elbow discusses the issues of voice and authenticity in Writing with 

Power (1981): 

 
Writing with real voice has the power to make you pay attention and understand – the 
words go deep […] [They] contain not just an explicit message (“the sun glints down 
a pathway of ripples”), but also some kind of implicit message about the condition of 
the writer (e.g., “I’m curious about that sight” or “I have other things on my mind” or 
“The sun on the water terrifies me” or “There’s no part of me that doesn’t see those 
glints, even the part of me that hates light”). Perhaps when the implicit message 
reinforces the explicit one in some right way, we get resonance or power. When the 
implicit message contradicts the main one we get no resonance. (Elbow, 1998: 299, 
italics in the original) 

 

Elbow suggests that the words the writer uses can come from deeply felt experience, through 

which authenticity is transmitted, or can slide glibly off the surface of experience, thus 

seeming perhaps less credible to the reader. In similar terms Mavis Gallant refers to the 

distinction between journalism and fiction: 

 
The distinction between journalism and fiction is the difference between without and 
within. Journalism recounts as exactly and economically as possible the weather in 
the street; fiction takes no notice of that particular weather but brings to life a 
distillation of all weathers, a climate of the mind. (Gallant, 2011: 366) 

 

So, fiction aims at resonating deeper and being more long-term relevant; while journalism 

seeks an exactness that will work well on the day. Rachel Cusk says that fiction ‘has to 

reflect our own experience of living, and our experience is as human subjects in a world 

whose objective reality we are unable to breach’ (Cusk, 2011). But whose reality are we 

talking about here? The world is experienced differently not only from individual to 

individual, but also across cultures and subcultures. 
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In this exegesis, I use the terms surf culture and surf subculture interchangeably 

according to context. The surf culture is a culture in its own right, but is a subculture of 

western culture. It involves behaviours, activities, beliefs, commerce, politics and a 

documented history, along with arts and publishing products such as books, magazines, films 

and music, all of which are specifically orientated to surfing and the surf environment. 

Cultures and subcultures are recognised by the voices they use, created by the 

conditions they develop under. Nelsen and Rosenbaum said: 

 
the special role of nonstandard language, that is, slang or argot, within distinct 
subcultures has been noted… [The member of a youth subculture] is a member of 
“two linguistic communities,” one employing a language of adults, another employing 
a language of peers. [T]he slang of the adolescent culture serves to identify youth as 
culturally distinct; to transmit values and norms; to express approval, hostility, and 
other attitudes; and to reinforce the selective perceptions and categorization of the 
social environment. (Nelsen & Rosenbaum, 1972: 273) 

 

The authenticity of the voice a subculture develops is based on how validly the speaker 

speaks it and how dependably s/he is heard by listeners in the subculture (The Guardian, 

2011). Subculture voices often change rapidly, especially, for example, where new 

generations take over (Sinkoff, 2011). In the case of the surf subculture (which staked its 

world-wide territory in the 1960s) the baby-boomer generation which created the subculture’s 

original voice – a teenaged voice, it might be said – is seriously pulling out now, after a very 

long wave-ride.  

In this exegesis, the primary focus will be to examine the voice used in current surf-

writing and whether it is in fact authentic. The study undertakes a literature review across the 

subgenres of surf-journalism, surf-nonfiction and surf-fiction. In conclusion, it attempts to 

identify where the surf-writing genre might need to go in the future. 

 

Whose voice is it anyway?  
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Is the voice used in popular surf-writing publications such as magazines (surf-journalism) 

and novels (surf-fiction) authentic to the surf culture? Certainly it is recognisable, with its use 

of clichéd phrases like ‘gnarly, man’ and ‘stoked, dude’ (for a glossary of surf terms, slang 

and phrases see, for example, https://surfing-waves.com/surf_talk.htm where 300 are listed), 

and its iterated use of tropes such as the wise old guru surfer alongside the innocent gremlin 

who needs to grow to manhood. But one might ask: Does the intended audience insist on this 

typecast language and set of ideas because such popular phrases and concepts in surf-writing 

are the conventional – and only – way to authenticate a text? Or can there be new 

developments and alternatives?  

These clichés, it seems to me, are damaging to the surf community, because this kind of 

overused writing has now stopped speaking to the mainstream and is thought of by many 

audiences – inside and outside the subculture – as something of a joke. In my opinion, surf-

writing of this kind is writing that has stagnated; it uses a voice that has lost its penetration. 

Surely an objective of any subculture’s writing published internationally with aspirations to 

be heard on matters such as climate change, commercialism and self-awareness, should be to 

immerse the reader in the particular community’s perceptions, and also to create relevance to 

readers from beyond the community written about.  

Since the beginning of commercialised board riding in the 1960s, surfers have penned 

tales of their mis-adventures in magazines, novels, memoirs and films, but it is hard to tell 

whether the storytelling represents individualism on the part of the writers or the voice of the 

community in its totality. As the decades have progressed and the literary forms have fallen 

into identifiable structures, a trend has developed in surf-writing: the same writers from way 

back (i.e. the 1960s and 1970s) are still the writers who contribute significantly to the surf-

writing discourse now.  
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On another level, a major flaw in surf-writing is its undeniable pattern of misogyny. 

This is perhaps a result of the subculture’s exaggeration of the male character; but it has 

nevertheless, in some ways, scandalised the culture. For so long, surf-writing has been 

renowned for its stereotyped narratives and, like every stereotype in writing, there are truths 

contained in the clichés. However, unlike most writing, surf-writing lacks innovation and 

progression. Here are two examples from the past: 

 

One memorable day Richard led a team of hot goofies to another break never before 
surfed called Padang Padang point (grassy hill). After its initial day’s surf it was 
referred to as Secret Spot, but others have been surfing it this season with such 
regularity that its perfect waves are no longer secret. (McGinness, 1976) 

 

Compare this with recent writing: 

 
Save a brief cameo from a gung-ho, pig-dogging mal rider, the line-up is our 
exclusive line-up for the day. Courtesy of a welcome medley of rippable walls, barrels 
and air sections, it’s not long before our merry band starts to push the envelope. Reef 
Heazlewood launches a giant straight air that makes his floral shirt flap like a super-
hero cape and sends everyone just a little quiet with awe. (Kennedy, 2018) 

 

Consistently, readers revisit variations of the same typecast themes and characters, with the 

same stereotypical language, with the same coming-of-age themes, and with the same male-

only view on the world. For a genre that spans continents, it is a worrying thought that surf-

writing seems distrustful of innovative voices. 

But does a version of surf-writing – more literary, more representative, more authentic? 

– exist buried beneath the popular-genre forms of the writing that we are used to? We know 

that there is a group of surf-oriented voices that criticise popular surf-writing for its above-

mentioned trends, including Holly Isemonger (Isemonger, 2017), Chas Smith (Smith, 2018) 

and others who cannot help but both dislike and contribute to the surf-writing industry. Is 

there a new genre of surf-writing evolving alongside the continuing pulse of the culture? 
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Further to this, who is reading surf-writing, and in what modes? What effects does surf-

writing have on the subculture, and its communities? Where is the future of surf going, and 

how should surf-writing reflect this now? Is there a market for under-commercialised surf-

writing? Can the niche circle of long-established writers who dominate the industry be 

infiltrated to create a balanced representation of ‘surfers’? 

 

Writing surf with a purpose 

After examining the current voices in surf-writing, I am convinced that new forms of surf-

writing are inevitable, and that voice will remain the true driving force of surf-writing over 

the course of its evolution. Surf-journalism and surf-fiction today include a variety of voices, 

but the recognisable slang-based writing continues to dominate. If we look at the three main 

areas of surf publishing, it can be said that: surf-journalism thrives off its ability to market 

surf culture and surf imagery in the magazine form; surf readers dive enthusiastically into 

surf biographies; and surf-fiction, populated by names such as Tim Winton, Kem Nunn and 

Don Winslow, continues in popularity as evident from strong sales and renditions of surf 

novels transposed for film and television.  

In my creative work for this submission, I have had the idea to morph together the 

methods of surf-journalism, surf-fiction and surf-biography, and with this opportunity I have 

focused on the variety of media modes (textual and visual) read by surf-culture readers. 

Crafting a multimodal literary text within the surf-writing genre is not an original concept. 

Visuals have always been part of surf-journalism, while biographies such as Life of Brine, 

Occy: the rise and fall and rise of Mark Occhilupo and Parko+Friends (Jarratt, 2017; Baker 

& Occhilupo, 2008; Doherty & Parkinson, 2010) have combined text and photography in the 

past. But a shakeup in modes is logical, and perhaps necessary, to engage the new audience 

or, in the least, deliver a new literary style of surf-writing. By introducing a text that balances 
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creative nonfiction and surf-journalism, and considers new ways of reading the image (where 

visuals are more central to the grammar of communication [Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2005]), 

we can deliver surf’s voice in a way that is already familiar to the mass market and yet is a 

higher-calibre written output. The idea behind the multimodal text – where text, image and 

page layout are to be read in newly creative ways – brings into play a new sort of approach to 

the surf-writing process. 

Since the 1960s, when the first surf magazine Surfer was printed (Surfer, 2018), surf 

photography became part of reading practice for surfers and non-surfers alike. Surfer stood at 

the forefront of a long line of surf-journalism publications and may be considered today to be 

part of a dying paper-based industry. But while magazines published on paper may be 

declining in general, surf magazines still thrive and are purchased by the consumer mainly, I 

would say, for flicking through and dwelling upon the pictures. So it doubly complicates the 

surf magazine industry situation that rivals such as Instagram and Facebook, let alone other 

indie websites set up by just about any surf-rat with a camera, are so easily able to produce 

digital images for universal consumption (Caramanica, 2018). The old cliché – and its update 

– rings true: a picture paints a thousand words except nowadays a picture is easier to come by 

than sand at the beach. 

Surf magazines such as Surfing World, Tracks and A Surfing Life strive to succeed on 

digital platforms too (see https://www.instagram.com/surfingworld/?hl=en & 

https://twitter.com/tracksmag & https://www.facebook.com/SurfingLifeMagazine). But why 

do these publications still work on paper? Why are they still being read? Is it just for ‘looking 

at the pictures’, as I have suggested? An important part of the answer comes down to the new 

ways surf marketing – across the full range of surf-oriented merchandise from clothing to 

eyewear to boards to home décor – is adjusting to the digital advertising shift in the world: 

which revolves around originality, unique experiences, and innovation. So, surf-marketing is 
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influencing how surf-journalism gets done; alongside marketing perception shifts in surf 

retail (Nicholson, 2016). 

Unique imagery with original design and innovative direction – utilizing a greater 

understanding of how multimodal texts operate (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2005) – have the 

potential to provide a new stride forward for surf-writing. In my accompanying creative 

product – a creative nonfiction piece about the surfer Taj Burrow – I have among other things 

borrowed from journalism the concept of break-out boxes and built them into a photographic, 

visual delivery of surf-writing. The break-out box, commonly found in newspapers, 

magazines and the academic text book, offers a new voice insertion into the adjacent 

narrative.  

 
WHY USE A BREAKOUT BOX? Readers look for entry points into blocks of text. 
Breakout boxes with small, quick chunks of information yell “read me!” (Arkin, 
2010) 

 

I have made my break-out boxes to look like bits ripped from another manuscript and 

inserted. Their edges aren’t straight, they look like liminal wave patterns on the sand, or a 

wave’s breaking edge.   

In my opinion, used well, break-out boxes give the text the ability to grow and develop 

the story in which they are used into a multi-layered, in-depth documentation which – by 

keeping the reader engaged with their mind actively involved in a ‘sideways’, or rhizomic, 

way of reading – enables the nonfiction story to transform from a two-dimensional account to 

a three-dimensional record. I also see the use of the break-out box as the photographic 

equivalent of moving discursive position within the text, or demonstrating alternate positions 

within a text by identifying new angles and drawing important information toward the 

attention of the reader (Arkin, 2010). In most cases, surf-biographies, whether monographs or 

shorter magazine pieces, use photographs as ‘inserts’, often having the shape and position on 
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the page that break-out boxes do, and consequently they act as they would in a journalistic 

text environment, inviting the reader to read the image as another text which is apart from, 

but a part of, the main text. 

The market in surf-writing is well-served with biographies, although the personalities 

who have had their histories immortalised in print largely outnumber the authors, there being 

a niche club of surfer biographers – for example, Occy: the rise and fall and rise of Mark 

Occhilupo (2008), Surf For Your Life (2009) and Bustin’ Down the Door (2002) are all 

written by Tim Baker; TC (2013), Out the Back with Bondi Rescue (2009) and Fearlessness: 

the story of Lisa Anderson (2007) are written by Nick Carroll; MP: the life of Michael 

Peterson (2004), The Big Sea (2013) and My Brother’s Keeper: the official Bra Boys story 

(2009) are written by Sean Doherty; and Life of Brine (2017), Kelly Slater: for the Love 

(2008) and Mr. Sunset: the Jeff Hakman story (1997) written by Phil Jarratt. We read 

biographies because we are possessed with the instinct to learn, or as Georgina Ferry says: 

‘The traditional idea is to show an exemplary life […] And also there’s nosiness’ (Jones, 

2010). It is human nature to want to know. While past surf-biographies have been off-putting 

for some, spoilt by pretentious levels of surfer jargon (Occy: the rise and fall and rise of 

Mark Occhilupo, for example) I believe that an authentically-written text in the creative 

nonfiction genre without inflated colloquialism will satisfy the subculture reader with its 

ability to humanise the protagonists and get the facts right, and also it will become relatable 

to a larger audience. Marie Leone Meyer says that creative nonfiction writers ‘almost always 

– in some way or other – focus on the tensions that emerge between individuals and the world 

around them’ (Meyer, 2014). Meyer’s creative nonfiction course at Syracuse University, New 

York, teaches ‘writing about oneself and others in the context of a broader culture’:  

 
How do we negotiate cultural norms, expectations, rituals, and practices? How 
does culture shape us as individuals? To what degree do we absorb or resist our 
cultural influences? And how do we, as individual actors and witnesses to our 
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world, shape the culture in which we live? These are just a few of the many 
questions we’ll ask ourselves as we move through this course. (Meyer, 2014)  
 

And these are the questions, I feel, that have always provided the subject matter for surf-

writing, but creative nonfiction has not been extensively utilised as a voice in the culture. One 

of my aims in this submission is to write about a person (a public figure – professional surfer 

Taj Burrow) and a culture at one and the same time; not to cover the figure’s entire life, but a 

series of moments in it, concise enough to reveal culture, experience and history at a 

digestible length.  

Only arising in popularity in the last 25 years, the genre of creative nonfiction is 

described as ‘the unstable fault line of the literary and journalistic’ (Brown & Krog, 2011). 

This description seems right for the task I have taken on. In an interview with Donna Lee 

Brien in 2000, Lee Gutkind said: 

 
The creative nonfiction writer is permitted (encouraged, in fact) to take 
advantage of all of the literary techniques available to fiction writers and poets. 
By this I mean writing in scenes, using description, dialogue, specificity of 
detail, characterisation and point of view. By “point of view” I mean that the 
reader can be made to see the world through the eyes of the writer, the subject 
about whom the writer is writing, or through the invisible third person objective 
eye. (Brien, 2000) 

 

I hope in my creative work to represent Burrow’s view of the world and of surf culture, but 

also I realise it will be infused with my own views about surf culture and those projected by 

others in works I have read. When Gutkind talked about ‘the world through the eyes of the 

writer, the subject about whom the writer is writing, or through the invisible third person 

objective eye’, he might also have analysed that all three are likely be done at the same time, 

perhaps unavoidably. 

By incorporating surf-writing and creative nonfiction in this submission I seek to 

demonstrate that both genres have literary objectives yet to be explored. The combination of 
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surf-journalism, creative nonfiction and multimodal literary devices delivered with an 

authentic surfing tone-of-voice will set up, I hope, a ground-breaking perspective on surf-

writing. What remains to be discovered regarding my exploration within this field is whether 

the surf genre audience is ready for this, or if they will care for it enough to give it a 

commercial readership. And apart from whether a demographic exists to embrace this new 

voice, is Taj Burrow the appropriate subject to use as the introduction to this new form of 

writing?  

 

Taj Burrow and my novella manuscript 

Taj Burrow was born in 1978 in Busselton, Western Australia, and retired from an eighteen-

year career of competitive surfing in 2016. It is popularly said that Burrow is one of the 

greatest surfers of all time not to have won a world title (Jarratt, 2011). Riding for big 

industry sponsors such as Billabong, Firewire and Von Zipper, Burrow was one of 

Australia’s most loved and inspirational surfers both on the professional tour as a competitor 

and off the tour as a free surfer. In 2016, Burrow declared that Cloudbreak, Fiji would be his 

final event on the World Surf Leaguei’s circuit.  

I chose to focus my creative nonfiction work on this, the final competition Burrow 

entered, with the protagonist clearly nervous. Trying to manage an uncertain future, a lengthy 

career at the end of its line, and a tough group of competitors attempting to drop in on his 

fairy tale exit, Burrow’s emotion during the Fiji event was perhaps sensed by the 

cognoscenti, but was inevitably missed, or not presented to the public, by surf media. The 

media documented the results, the partying, the physical view. But the emotion, the personal 

rawness, the authenticity, the mental struggle, did not come across to a connecting audience. 

                                                
i The World Surf League ‘organizes the annual tour of professional surf competitions and broadcasts events live 
at www.worldsurfleague.com where you can experience the athleticism, drama and adventure of competitive 
surfing’ (World Surf League, 2018).  
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Stab magazine, which managed to lead the media on Tavarua and Namotu islands, and with 

Burrow’s participation, came closest to developing a sense of empathy with the athlete, but 

nevertheless described the event, conveniently, as ‘TB’s best ever’ (www.stab.com, 2016). 

Similarly, the World Surf League’s attempt at highlighting Burrow’s career fell flat with a 

disconnected 42-minute video interview (www.wsl.com, 2016). Arguably, surfing just didn’t 

have the audience, the budgets or the personalities to execute an in-depth emotion piece. I 

suggest this is further evidence of the ‘blokey’ exterior blanketing the industry, and the 

failure of the recognisable subcultural voice – which surf culture writing defaults to – to deal 

with deeper issues.   

Conceiving the opportunity to craft an unprecedented moment in Burrow’s, and 

surfing’s, history, I found the main problem was with the nature of the text. To deliver an 

authentic, never-before-written exposé of the emotion involved in a competitive surfing 

event, I needed a type of writing different from the conventional which the genre offered me. 

By including the athlete’s feelings, his thoughts outside of the contest, and by revealing un-

realised truths, my manuscript Taj sought to be not only a work of greater human penetration, 

but also of literary freshness with its use of conversation revelations, industry opinions and 

authentic suggestions of what goes on in the mind of a surf-athlete.  

 Overall, this new approach involved for me the interrogation of – and combining of – 

two previously established narrative voices: those of surf-journalism and surf-fiction. From 

surf-journalism I took and celebrated the attempts at factuality, the use of photography as a 

readable part of the text, and the idea of the break-out box which emphasised for the reader 

that they were in charge of how they compiled the reading. From surf-fiction I applied ideas 

for authentically crafting dialogue, attempted to structure a historical event with narrative 

storytelling constraints while developing a protagonist voice that authentically aligned with 

the theme, culture and discourse of the genre. I also experimented with the perception of time 
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by the use of fragments, which I anticipated would pace the narrative in the most suitable 

way for reader accessibility. In the next two parts of this exegesis, I drill down further into 

these component voices in my work.    
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Part One: Surf-journalism and surf-nonfiction 

 

What is surf-journalism, and where has it come from? Most notably, surf-journalism is found 

in its magazine form and is published monthly in countries across Australasia, Europe and the 

Americas. Australia was quick to adapt to surf magazines: the first of them, Surfer, became 

available in 1960. Australian leaders today are Surfing World, Tracks and Surfing Life, which 

all have deep roots in Australian surf culture, and have generally been looked after by the 

same people since their inception. Surfing World, as per their 2018 Media Kit, retains a 

monthly circulation of 20,000 magazines per issue, claiming a readership of 95,000 (Surfing 

World, 2018). This is overshadowed by Tracks who claim a circulation of 32,000 magazines 

with a monthly readership of 120,000 (Tracks, 2017). 

Also part of surf-journalism, although not yet dominant in the industry, are nonfiction 

exposés and memoirs (what I am calling surf-nonfiction). Their usual form is the monograph, 

and while magazines will always strive with their timeliness and ability to communicate daily 

via blogs and social media to remain the major media form, journalism in monograph 

publication is still important, as discussed in The Critical Surf Studies Reader:  

 
[W]hile hundreds of articles, book chapters and volumes on so-called action 
sports more broadly have emerged over the last decade, monographs remain 
scarce relative to the abundance of popular surf … (Hough-Snee & Eastman, 
2017: 14) 

 

It is my belief that monographs tend to be less appealing for ‘surfer’ audiences due to their 

text-heavy content, length (i.e. the reader investment required) and focus. The magazine side 

of surf-journalism prevails because magazines have the ability, and the resources, to deliver 

fresh, un-seen images, as opposed to re-presenting ‘historical’, critiquing narratives which go 

over old territory. Perhaps magazine copy lacks conviction, authority and authenticity 

because superficiality is valued over in-depth examination. Because magazine editors are 
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more concerned with the inexperienced youth who still search for the Rip Curl pull-out latest 

poster. Because surfers actually want the superficial… 

While there are exceptions (see for example Finnegan, 1992), articles in magazines are 

typically subjective opinion pieces without substance, or are fence-sitting puff pieces used to 

make the publication seem as if it is contributing to a dialogue (see further discussion below). 

Authenticity is delivered by way of personality valued above an equal conversation, and the 

most important headline is given to the writer with a track record of ‘knowing the subject 

best’. Why else would Will Finnegan – the author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning memoir, 

Barbarian Days: A surfing life (2015) – be writing for publications such as the New Yorker 

(Finnegan, 2018) and NY Times (Finnegan, 2015) instead of surf zines? Could it be because 

his literate voice might damage brand credibility, and thus he is rejected? Or is it that he 

personally views his penmanship as deserving of publication with more integrity? Surf 

magazines might be seen as nothing more than surfers’ gossip forums rather than genuine 

news outlets. So, do they intend to appeal to a mass market reader without too much concern 

for what is authentic, as some women-targeted magazines appear to do? Do they extenuate 

their importance just to seem to remain relevant? It appears that commercialism dictates to 

genuine writing in the surf-writing industry (see Hough-Snee & Eastman, 2017: 9-10). 

Running through surf print journalism is a particular sort of voice. Here following, I attempt 

to identify that voice by analysing three key surf magazines, their writers, and the 

colloquialisms they use.  

 

Surf-journalists or wave chasers? 

Surf-journalism in the form used in magazines has existed for decades and continues to be the 

number one channel for surf-news (Surfer Today, 2018). Even with the development of the 

internet and social media, the same surf magazines, such as American-published Stab and 
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Surfer, continue to dominate the market. Surf magazine titles that I examined, however, 

include Australia’s most prolific – Surfing World, A Surfing Life and Tracks. The aim of 

looking at surf magazine material was to discover: the nature of the voice being delivered to 

the surf-journalism readership; to whom that voice belonged; and with these indicators in 

mind, ultimately, a comparison with other surf-literary texts such as biographies and novels 

to identify patterns within the copy. 

The voices of surf-journalism have limitations. Not only are there cross-overs of lead 

writers writing amongst publications and mediums (some writers featuring in multiple 

magazines, website articles, news platforms and books, all within the same date range), but 

also these writers deliver the same voice, opinions and ideologies across the spectrum of surf-

writing (what Hough-Snee and Eastman refer to as the "incestuousness relationship" among 

"select insiders" in a "revolving door" publishing industry [Hough-Snee & Eastman, 2017: 

10]). The implication is that the Australian mass-market readership is being fed surf culture 

from subjective or biased or a narrow range of viewpoints since a majority of surf-writing 

copy has been written by the same men for years, and not only that, across numerous outlets. 

Here is Jarratt in 2005: 

This break is going to be so cool, it’s going to be sick, and they aren’t talking about 
Knotts’ Scary Farm or Space Mountain at good ol’ Disneyland, nor are they talking 
about Hollywood and the Universal Studios backlot tour. No, these sun-bleached 
chickie-babes are off to see the real California. That would be the one we are seeing on 
this season’s television. They are going to do the OC. (Jarratt, 2005) 
 

And here he is a decade later: 
 
Into this melee, in recent years we have had an influx of ubercool filmers with 
bushranger beards and funny bumcrack shorts wheeling their camera trolleys out along 
the coast trail, followed by hordes of this year’s heroes, usually lithe girls and hirsute 
chaps who weigh less than their surfboards. (Jarratt, 2015) 

 

Forty years ago, Phil Jarratt was editor of Tracks magazine (from 1975 to 1978) and he is still 

going strong as a surf-writer (Knight, 2014). He exemplifies how the same men have curated 

the articles fed to the Australian readership for a generation now, and the norm they use is the 
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well-known, over-exaggerated ‘surf’ lingo. So, how might aspiring young writers infiltrate 

such a tight-knit writing community to attempt to provide a balanced representation of surf 

culture? 

In a 2013 review, Stu Nettle, popular voice of Coastal Watch (a surf-forecast website 

https://www.coastalwatch.com/) described the authorship and writing of surfing magazines as 

a ‘boys club cycle that, with few exceptions, makes surfing magazines the idyll of teenagers 

and objects of derision for most everyone else’ (Nettle, 2013). One focus of derision is the 

style of language always associated with surf reporting – and partly this is due to the fact that 

only a small number of writers prosper within the industry. If we look at the recent 

September 2018 issue of Surfing World magazine, we can begin to break down the medium 

of surf-journalism magazines. The issue, edited by Mike Jennings, consists of twelve articles, 

with seven unique voices across the 114 pages. Of the writers, one is female (Lucy Small). 

None of the articles profile female surfers or female surfing attainments. The most prevalent 

authorial name to appear across the issue is that of Managing Editor Sean Doherty, former 

editor of Tracks magazine, who writes four of the twelve articles; his work in the issue spans 

twenty-seven pages (Tracks, 2018). In this month (September 2018) Doherty’s voice also 

appears on rival Surfer magazine and Coastal Watch websites (Coastal Watch, 2018). 

Doherty’s status as a veteran surf journalist is richly deserved: his writing ability has almost 

celebrity status within surf due to his immersion in the culture’s discourse. However, his 

work is burdened with his perhaps unconscious ability to lace copy with exaggerated ‘salt’, as 

if the average reader requires a dose of ‘perfect barrel’ per par. In the years leading toward 

2004, Doherty was granted the opportunity to sit side-by-side with notorious surf legend 

Michael Petersen, nicknamed MP. The result was a national best-selling biography titled MP: 

the life of Michael Peterson (2004). Admittedly, Doherty completed an above-average 

delivery bringing MP’s story to life. Unfortunately, the text falls victim to the author’s 
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commercialised writing style, and his overselling of surf culture. Between the covers of MP, 

MP surfs an unrealistic number of perfect waves and surfs the best he’d ever surfed almost 

twice that count. The waves are always gnarly and everyone is a stoner (Doherty, 2004). 

Fourteen years later, Doherty is still writing like this: 

 
We round a corner on the sand track, however, and run headlong into a four car 
convoy parked overlooking the cleanest peak. It’s a crew from the mainland 
who’ve chased the same swell […] Swell lines from below the island travel up 
the beach until they meet a swell above the island, at which point they turn into 
sand slabs […] He gets tubed a hundred ways till Sunday. He soul arches. He 
low crouches with spirit hands. He masters the forehand layback. He gets tubed 
sitting down. (Doherty, 2018)  

 

This is Sean Doherty doing what he has always done. 

In September 2018, Surfing World also published two articles written by Nick Carroll 

(brother of surf great Tom Carroll, and author of biographies such as TC [2014] and Out the 

Back with Bondi Rescue [2009]), along with another by the editor Mike Jennings, and another 

by former editor of ten years Vaughn Blakey. Blakey works alongside Rip Curl as Directing 

Manager of The Search (Rip Curl 1992-2018); he now leads Rip Curl’s on-going campaign 

aimed at delivering a surfer’s lifestyle (Rip Curl, 2018). Surfing World’s all-star male 

domineering roster of writers, however, are not completely ignorant of feminist views 

although – perhaps due to their seemingly younger readership target – they articulate their 

voice in such a way as to align with ‘grommet’ or ‘young cliché surfer’ notions and language 

in mind. While Surfing World differs in its portrayal of surf from its competitors Tracks and 

Surfing Life, its long history as a publication (1962 to the present) has done little to evolve 

over its lifespan. 

Surfing Life magazine, published five times across the calendar year, is unique in its 

publishing cycle, with its rotation of recurring themes – Surfers, Waves, Technique, Boards 

and Travel. The issue in circulation in September 2018 was themed Technique, an 
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examination of surfing style and gear. Editor Brad Bricknell is a vocal advocate on social 

media platforms such as LinkedIn and has worked thoroughly across the surf industry for a 

portion of his career. Now managing and writing for one of Australia’s most-read surf 

publications, Bricknell is using his voice to set the tone for the future of the long-running 

(343 issues) publication. The Technique issue of Surfing Life this year delivered thirteen 

written features of surf-targeted writing from various writers. As stated in Surfing Life’s 

media kit, the publication strives to be the mature, or professional, commercial surf 

magazine: 

  
Surfing Life is not just another surfing periodical, it’s a valued conduit providing 
direct access to a passionate niche audience whose influence spreads far beyond its 
reach. It’s a unique and progressive publishing model that’s designed to be relevant 
[…] We are at the cutting edge of progressive surf media. (Surfing Life, 2018) 
  

Surfing Life has attempted to separate itself from its competitors who instead cling to a 

youthful demographic. Although perhaps the most intelligently journalistic surf magazine, 

appealing to a more mature audience, Surfing Life still bears similarities to the previously 

analysed youth-oriented Surfing World. Of the thirteen articles delivered, Bricknell writes 

seven, including a co-written article with Chris Cote (who also publishes a stand-alone article 

within the issue). With Derek Reilly (editor of website BeachGrit www.beachgrit.com), 

Jackson Seebohm, Craig Jarvis and advertising manager Ray Bisschop contributing articles 

to the issue, there is a further similarity of authoring across outlets with Jarvis having 

published another article in Tracks magazine and four articles on the World Surf League’s 

website in September 2018.  

Two articles were anonymously published in the issue, so maybe no female writers took 

part in it at all, however while there was a mediocre opinion piece penned by Bricknell on the 

sport’s equality status (‘The Perilous Parity Debate’), none of the featured attributed pieces 

focused on coverage of a female athlete. Bricknell’s piece on the parity issue is a single-page, 
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safe-observation report on the Ballito Pro incidentii – where the male winner earned twice the 

prize of the female winner – and the subsequent argument that followed (Bricknell, 2018). 

While negative reactions to the Ballito Pro incident may have enabled the pay-gap to close in 

the future, they also created a dialogue that ceases to quiet. Surf publications such as Stab 

magazine have gone as far as to imply that the WSL’s decision was a marketing ploy (Stab, 

2018), and Bricknell’s arguments in ‘The Perilous Parity Debate’ only set himself up, and 

Surfing Life too, as sheep in the debate, without any really decisive voice. It might be that 

Bricknell’s article was intentionally written in its particular style based on Surfing Life’s 

predominantly male readership, or it could be because it was aimed at those ‘belonging to 

surf’ (as will be elaborated), and they’re sick of hearing about it. However, as claimed in their 

2018 Media Kit, considering that the publication calls itself progressive surf media (Surfing 

Life, 2018), why the tip-toeing around the misogyny? Surfing Life’s opportunity to establish 

its voice clearly on the issue, and to be truly heard, here passed by. And although the 

readership will have likely forgotten about it, I question why a leading outlet would not 

pursue such an opportunity as they would advertorials from such recurring advertisers as 

‘Wyndham Hotels and Resorts’ (Surfing Life, 2018). Perhaps views about equality aren’t 

there yet in the commercialised surf culture; and maybe it never crossed Bricknell’s mind to 

take a stance.  

Presented here are quotes from ‘The Perilous Parity Debate’: 

 
We think it all comes down to value. Are women, or the men for that matter, 
being paid in accordance to their value? If the answer is yes, then we move on. 
But if the answer is no, maybe it is indeed time to take another look at it.  
 
… 
 

                                                
ii The Ballito Pro incident refers to the photograph of two junior surfers of opposite genders posing for a 
photograph while holding their first-place cheques in hand at the 2018 South African contest. The male’s check 
was written out to ZAR8000 while the female’s was for ZAR4000. Following the digital-explosion the photograph 
caused, the World Surf League became the first American (USA) sporting association to indefinitely equal the 
prize pool for male and female competitors (Purtill, 2018). 
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World championship tour surfers on the men’s tour take home $100,000 USD 
for an event win, while their female counterparts enjoy a $65,000 USD payday. 
So with 35% difference in pay, the questions need to be asked: 
 

1. Do the female surfers perform at a level that is 35% below the men? 
2. Are the number of viewers who watch the women’s events (online or 

live) 35% less than the men’s?  
3. In the surf industry (or in those brands that support women’s pro surfing) 

do women’s sales represent 35% less of total revenue for those 
businesses compared to men’s? (Bricknell, 2018) 

 

Bricknell asks questions, but he takes no stance. 

In September 2018, I analysed a new issue of an old-established magazine, Tracks, and 

checked it off against the other two largest of Australia’s surf magazines: Surfing World and 

Surfing Life. Tracks’ output, unfortunately, does resemble that of Surfing World: with one 

female writer given but two columns in the one-hundred-and-eight-page issue, and a 

dominating, well-known male author spanning a significant majority of the magazine. Luke 

Kennedy pens three articles across more than 30 pages (nearly a third of the issue) and shares 

the rest of the pages with Anthony Pancia, Kirk Owens, John Barton, Matt Cruden, Jed 

Smith, Emily Brugman and Phil Jarratt. With a greater variety of authors contributing, 

compared with the two publications analysed above, the magazine’s voice is significantly 

multiple. But while the inclusion of Surfing Australia Award-winning content creator Phil 

Jarratt, author of Life of Brine, Tracks, etc, clearly involves the old-guard, this magazine 

offers the most promise in terms of progress toward new surf-writing in the sense that it 

presents a diverse cast of writers, with diverse content. On the contrary, however, the text 

itself seems consistent with my views of surf-journalism across the board, with phrases such 

as: 

 
[…] strokes hard into a meaty five-footer and whirls through a perfectly 
executed backflip […] The motion is perfect […]. (Kennedy, 2018) 
 
The Keyhole was soo gnarly. (Jarvis, 2018) 

 
In front of perfect empty lines. (Jarratt, 2018) 
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In Kennedy’s thirty-two-page article titled ‘The Realm’, where he talks in-depth about a trip 

he took with up-and-coming male surfers in the Mentawai Islands, Tracks’ voice wavers 

ironically between juvenility and maturity in its discussion of the World Surf League's voice. 

The below snippet from Kennedy’s piece goes as far as suggesting the World Surf League is 

dishonest in its publications, broadcasting and commentary of surf-journalism. Not to 

mention Kennedy’s derogatory comments on competent sportscaster Rosy Hodge:  

 
[…] debate turns to the quality of the WSL coverage of surfing […] Anyone can 
be an anonymous online heckler, but the guys on this trip are well aware that it 
soon could be them surfing in front of tens of thousands of webcaster viewers. 
Pete and Ronnie will be dissecting their rides, Strider shouting at them from the 
channel and Rosy rendering them dumbstruck as she bats her eyelids and 
dangles a microphone in front of them.  
 […] While the crew debate the WSL are doing a good job, they long to 
see the vanilla wrapping taken off the contest coverage and replaced with 
something a little grittier […] And in place of commentators under pressure to 
project infinite positivity, they’d rather have the talking heads given license to 
call it the way they really see it. (Kennedy, 2018) 

 

Surely Rosy deserves more credit than being the eye-batting microphone dangler. Here 

she is bait rather than a professional sportscaster. Despite this clear problem with Rosy’s 

mention, Kennedy makes a fine point about the World Surf League’s censorship, and it begs 

the question how deep does the root bury? His article links back to authenticity in surf-

writing, and the fact that it is becoming more and more evident that the community is pulling 

its punches, adding a dash of commerciality to every announcement and publication put to 

the public as if the whole materialist and male-oriented project might collapse without it.. 

Perhaps Tracks is the most forward publication with getting its dialogues heard, and yet 

perhaps they too are just not innovating their voice enough to create change, as their 

September issue, number 568, demonstrates when compared with its competing publications.  
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I have prepared the following table to demonstrate the spread of writers involved in 

surf-journalism in Australia currently. It traces the major print and online journalism 

publications in the field. It indicates the spread of voices across a national industry.  

 

 Primary Investigated 

Publications (Print) 

Secondary Investigated Publications 

(Online) 

 

 Surfing 

Life 

Surfing 

World 

Tracks Swell 

Net 

Coastal 

Watch 

WSL Surfer TOTAL 

A. Pancia   1 1    2 

Anonymous   2     2 

B. Bricknell 7       7 

C. Cote 2       2 

C. Jarvis 1     4  5 

D. Rielly 1       1 

E. Brugman   1     1 

J. Barton   1     1 

J. Seebohm 1       1 

K. Owens   1     1 

L. Kennedy   3     3 

L. Small  1      1 

M. Cruden   1     1 

M. Jennings  2   4   6 

N. Carroll  2   6   8 

P. Jarratt   1 1    2 

R. Bisschop 1       1 

S. Barilotti  1      1 

S. Doherty  4   1  4 9 

T. Mossop  1      1 

V. Blakey  1      1 

Total 13 12 11 2 11 4 4  

 

Table 1. Involvement of writers across a range of surf publications – September 2018 
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In further magazines, blogs, etc, there are more authors involved – around 50 in total – but 

none of them is female. This number of contributors to national and international reporting 

and debate is quite small, considering the size of the industry and its readership. Surfing 

Life’s statement that ‘surf magazines have the credibility, authority and timelessness that no 

digital pixel can replace’ (Surfing Life, 2018) might be directed at wave-chasers alone, but it 

clearly represents a superficial rather than deep understanding of where surf-journalism might 

need to head.  

 

Colloquialism in journalism 

It can be argued that a tight-knit network within the surf-journalism industry is important for 

credible reporting, for the benefit of both audience and subject (Williamson, 2016). The 

industry provides only thin cracks as openings for aspiring journalists to squeeze through to 

have their work published. With a limited number of profile athletes deemed ‘interesting’ 

enough to act as incentive for readership, it makes it difficult for up-and-coming writers to 

get close enough to celebrities to produce penetrating articles, considering the close working 

relationships these few have already with those in the surf magazine clique. In many cases, 

these surf journalists grew up surfing with said athletes. The representation of surf culture 

delivered in copy is affected by parameters like this. It might be said that surf writers are 

surfers who write about their mates. But aren’t journalists supposed to be the watchdogs; to 

represent the voice of the people, not the subject? Can this mean the industry is uneducated? 

Unprofessional? Chas Smith, in his latest book, Cocaine & Surfing (2018), recalls that while 

working as a writer for Surfer he had conversations about theming issues around people the 

magazine staff knew, and ‘rerunning issues from ten years ago word for word and seeing if 

anyone noticed’ (Smith, 2018: 55), and these discussions were not uncommon. Does this 

suggest that surf journalists are less capable than traditional reporters? Is it their investment 
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in the industry rather than their ability that gives them credibility? If yes, then does the ‘who-

you-know’ network produce only cliché-ed writing? 

Although the surf industry is still developing, it has an ‘old school’ approach to 

documenting news, current events and history (Nettle, 2013), as the Australian surf culture 

continues to be funneled through limited voices. This is not to say that the quality of written 

copy is universally poor, but much of it just the same contributes to the ungraceful 

stereotypes attributed to surfers. Here are two examples: 

 
Australia was hit with one of the best easterly swells in living memory. 
Everywhere from Noosa to Ulladulla was pumping […] When I came in, I was 
thinking, Somewhere must be perfect right now […] We got there and it was just 
freight-training down the point. I went, ‘WHAAAAAAATTTTT!’ (Baker & 
Fanning, 2011: 91) 
 
[...] if those guys are even a little bit intimidated, fuck, that is really gnarly. I’ve 
seen so many photos of this wave looking so perfect, and now here it is: a death 
slab. Everyone surfed for so long […] And the wave stayed the same all day, I 
think the tides were weird [...] And so it was consistent, big waves coming 
through the whole day. (Mossop, 2018: 60) 

 

Contrary to the above assumptions, it can be considered that the writers involved in 

nonfiction and surf-journalism are in fact competent in their craft and the verbose use of 

surfer jargon and unrealistic, inauthentic story telling is all part of the ‘business’ rather than 

them using their true voice. I do not have time to do it here, but the case regarding surf 

colloquialism needs to be further investigated by comparison with ‘themed’ journalism 

outputs such as those found in other multi-gendered sports, or in music or other industry-

oriented publications, where the writing is intended to communicate with specific audiences.  

A writing professional writes for an audience, this is her/his most complex and pressing 

concern. If there is no audience, there is no more writing. Modulation of voice, authenticity 

and factual re-telling continue to be the aim of journalism, as is evident across news channels, 

sportscasting and social media in a majority of journalistic fields (Perrin, 2013). This is 
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where colloquialism and journalism collide. Written colloquialism can foster an informality, 

a relaxed tone of voice conducive to communication with the reader. Considering that most 

writers are aware of the above tools to the craft, we can assume that authors such as Doherty, 

Kennedy and Bricknell intentionally infuse their writing with colloquialism to better engage 

with the marketed audience. What this doesn’t explain though is why, when writing cross-

genre or cross-medium, the language doesn’t adapt. Why, when writing about sensitive 

issues, doesn’t the writer right genre wrongs? And why, when it is a distinct issue for a large 

portion of the market, are these writers not consciously looking to develop surfing’s tone of 

voice to a professional – or in most cases authentic – level of written output?  

 

Surf-nonfiction and its authenticity 

By taking authors William Finnegan, Phil Jarratt and Chas Smith into consideration, and their 

most recent books – Barbarian Days (2015), Life of Brine (2017) and Cocaine & Surfing 

(2018) respectively – we can examine the language used by surf-nonfiction writers who have 

achieved recent acclaim within and outside the surf culture. Each of these books is a surf 

culture exposé, seen through the eyes and heard through the voices and opinions of three 

mature writers. 

Life of Brine is Phil Jarratt’s coming-of-age story. According to Life of Brine’s cover 

blurb, he is ‘one of the world’s best-known chroniclers of surf culture whose lifelong pursuit 

of the perfect wave has placed him in the midst of some of the most exciting moments in 

modern history’ (Jarratt, 2017). Author of over thirty biographies, one novel, and surf 

encyclopedias such as Australia’s Hottest 100 Surfing Legends (2011), Jarratt has worked 

during five decades of surf-journalism. William Finnegan believes Jarratt writes with ‘a 

reporter’s unsentimental eye’, as quoted on the book’s front cover endorsement (Jarratt, 

2017). Having written for many years for surfing magazines such as Tracks and Surfer, it 
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might be assumed that Jarratt’s writing style would not change for the newly-targeted memoir 

audiences he addresses here. Much to my surprise, Jarratt’s voice is different and beautifully 

patterned in Life of Brine.  

 
But at the beach we were all equals. We were all branded “kooks” by the older 
surfers, who had already mastered the art of riding the relatively new Malibu-
style surfboard, that we called “mals”, and we soon formed a multiracial gang of 
kooks who aspired to be better. (Jarratt, 2017: 36) 

 

While Jarratt employs the occasional mention of ‘hippies’ and ‘surf-mad gremmies’ (Jarratt, 

2017: 81, 36), his short-sharp writing and in-depth exposition suggest a more literary analysis 

going on. His ability to draw upon the surf culture by defining his demographic through voice 

is a testament to his long writing career. Jarratt’s ability to transition between multiple 

readers’ expectations is revealed in Life of Brine as he pens for a more ‘complex’ reading 

audience.  Additionally, it can be said that Jarratt’s surf magazine journalism since the 

publication of this book has remained the same as always, reflecting a different 

characterisation of the surf culture.  

On the other hand, Chas Smith’s Cocaine & Surfing – an investigative look at surfers 

and their stereotyped link to cocaine addiction – retains a voice much more anchored in the 

recognisable lingo. Smith is an ex-Surfing magazine journalist who now writes for 

BeachGrit, and this book follows his journey as he explores connections between the surf 

industry and the drug. Swiping the swab over the tongue of an entire industry, Cocaine & 

Surfing is a funny, witty, probing piece about Smith’s findings. Here is an example of the 

writing style: 

 
Surfers just can’t help but obfuscate […] That’s killer. Hey, you should go down 
to Mexico. It was decent last month, a little fat but still rad, and such a good 
place to work on tactics. Some of the local guys were hyped but fully suck and 
you can totally burn them […] Surfers think they are the most important people 
on the planet for some completely unknown reason, languish under the 
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completely mistaken impression that the entire world is just waiting to hear their 
deepest, darkest secrets. (Smith, 2018: 126, 155, 107) 

 

The colloquial voice from Smith’s journalism has crossed mediums here. But there is also 

another, more eloquent voice present – less superficially opinionated and more deeply 

thoughtful, for example where he explains the idea of those who ‘belong to surf’: 

 
[…] surfing and belonging to surf are two entirely separate things: Belonging to 
surf, in my definition, is to be part of the surf industrial complex. Those who 
either work for a surf brand in some capacity as a photographer, writer, shaper, 
or who have at some point in their lives. Those who have so orientated their lives 
around surf that they watch World Surf League events while chatting about 
professional surfer form on message boards. Those whose productivity slowly 
drains away because they surf instead of working. (Smith, 2018: 31-32)  

 

I believe Smith is on a journey seeking to bridge the voice gap between slang-based 

journalism and a kind of surf-writing which is more nuanced and more perceptive. 

The voice William Finnegan uses in his Pulitzer Prize-winning memoir Barbarian Days 

represents the culmination of the skills-pursuit journey Smith and Jarratt are part-way along. 

For me, Finnegan is the most authentic writer of surf-journalism. Surf colloquialism is 

evident in Finnegan’s book – ‘Did I mention that the place felt sharky?’ (Finnegan, 2015: 

210) – however there is a sense not just of cross-genre usage in Barbarian Days, but also of a 

more seamless and satisfying weaving of voices. Was Finnegan targeting a surf market? I 

don’t believe he was, nor Jarratt for that matter. And yet, I wonder: could these two books 

(Barbarian Days and Life of Brine) be the books I’ve been searching for, books about surfers 

without the surf-trash language, books about surfers without the ‘gnarlies’ and ‘perfect 

waves’? My perception is that Life of Brine and Barbarian Days are in fact not books about 

surfers – Finnegan even states this: Barbarian Days ‘isn’t directed at surfing’s pious “core”, 

but is instead intended to offer a gateway into the surfing life for the unenlightened masses’ 

(Klinkenberg, 2016) – there is something much more to them than that. 
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So, does this mean these books are written for those who ‘belong to surf’, as Smith 

defines above? I can’t find evidence to prove that Finnegan and Jarratt were writing for surf 

industry professionals alone, although there is much insider experience revealed and 

discussed. But I have concluded that these two books are written for writers. They are about 

writers, about their lives, about educating an audience, and they use their authentic voices to 

do so.  

 
The point breaks – Kirra, Greenmount, Snapper Rocks and Burleigh Heads, the 
spots that put the Gold Coast on the world surfing map – would light up after 
Christmas, people said. They would start breaking, in fact, on Boxing Day, 
December 26, we were assured by a non-surfing neighbour. We laughed at the 
not-likely specificity but looked forward to the waves. (Finnegan, 2015: 233) 

 

Taking the above quote as an example, we can see that Finnegan adopts a writerly manner, 

seeking an elegance in reporting the most mundane experiences. This manner in diction is 

used throughout his work, not solely in Barbarian Days, and is the common trait of a 

wordsmith who is master of his/her trade. Despite this, Finnegan is a man who surfs, who is 

part of the industry. So, when writing his memoir his experiences must have sparked a primal 

surf-jargon instinct that, evidently, is difficult to sedate. Smith discusses Finnegan’s style in 

his Cocaine & Surfing, recalling an interview he had with Gotcha founder and executive 

Michael Tomson: 

 
We chat a little more about books, about William Finnegan’s Pulitzer Prize-
winning surf book Barbarian Days, which he calls “fucking great” but also says, 
“I read it closely twice for lack of authenticity and there are only two places. 
One is when he is writing and he is my age, sixty-two or sixty-three, and he 
writes about pulling into a double barrel in New York and I just put the book 
down and said, “FUCK YOU! In your fucking dreams, Bill. Double barrel. 
Really.” (Smith, 2018: 178) 
 

It fascinates me that surf writers and industry professionals are so aware of language issues. 

Thomson and Smith don’t just discuss the authenticity of the experiences related in 
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Finnegan’s book, they also discuss the appropriateness of the language the writer employs. 

This tells me that surf-journalism and surf-nonfiction have begun at last to really listen to 

themselves, and to question what they hear.  
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Part Two: Surf-fiction 

 

The opportunity to study the voices of surf-writing, and the issues raised, has opened the 

project (both creatively and exegetically) to previously unexplored directions for surf genres. 

In analysing surf-writing’s voices, a key literary article for me has been prize-winning poet 

Holly Isemonger’s ‘Surfing is my Feminist Origin Story’ in The Lifted Brow (Isemonger, 

2017). Here she examines Winton’s Breath for how it speaks about women. Her conclusions 

do not flatter the novel’s author, but also she makes the statement: 

 
Among others, [John] Fiske and Konstantin Butz have referenced Roland 
Barthes’ Pleasure of the Text as [a] way of describing surfing. Barthes pits the 
readerly against the writerly. A readerly text does not disturb the subjectivity of 
the reader, and conforms to traditional codes and models of intelligibility, while 
writerly texts challenge convention, literary codes and cultural positions. A 
readerly text is pleasurable, a writerly text is blissful. The pleasurable text is a 
book you pick up at the airport; the blissful text is literature. Fiske writes that 
“the wave is that text of bliss to the surfie, escape from the signified, potential 
re-entry into nature, constantly shifting, needing rereading for each loss of 
subjectivity.” [Fiske 1997: 76] In contrast, the mundane rules of the beach are 
“readerly” and base. The blissful wave is erotic, free and sacred. The land is 
pornographic: it is desire and pleasure institutionalised. (Isemonger 2017, my 
italics) 
 
 

According to Barthes, writerly and readerly texts involve ideas of authenticity versus 

entertainment, and depth versus superficiality:  

 
The Readerly Text: Barthes argues that most texts are readerly texts. Such texts are 
associated with classic texts that are presented in a familiar, linear, traditional manner, 
adhering to the status quo in style and content. Meaning is fixed and pre-determined 
so that the reader is a site merely to receive information. These texts attempt, through 
the use of standard representations and dominant signifying practices, to hide any 
elements that would open up the text to multiple meaning. Readerly texts support the 
commercialized values of the literary establishment and uphold the view of texts as 
disposable commodities. 
 
The Writerly Text: By contrast, writerly texts reveal those elements that the 
readerly attempts to conceal. The reader, now in a position of control, takes an 
active role in the construction of meaning. The stable meaning, or 
metanarratives, of readerly texts is replaced by a proliferation of meanings and a 
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disregard of narrative structure. There is a multiplicity of cultural and other 
ideological indicators (codes) for the reader to uncover […] The writerly text 
destabilizes the reader’s expectations. The reader approaches the text from an 
external position of subjectivity. By turning the reader into the writer, writerly 
texts defy the commercialization and commodification of literature. (University 
of Waterloo, 2019) 
 
 

The writerly text goes a step further than the readerly text and, while less commercial, in the 

case of surf-writing appeals to the actual experience, rather than an accepted notion of the 

realism of the experience. With the writerly text, the blissful craft of writing is intricate and 

detailed, much like surfing waves. On a spectrum of analysis, readerly would appeal to the 

masses, or casual readers, while writerly would appeal to the experienced reader – 

experienced in surfing but also in other areas of life.  

I have concluded above (Part One) that surf-journalism in all its forms is of a readerly 

nature. It is here that I admit to believing that Winton’s surf-fiction is also readerly due to its 

commercial appeal (as discussed below), although it is, undeniably, less readerly than surf-

journalism’s magazine medium for the fact of his mature themes.  

 

A surf-fiction review: Winton and Nunn 

For this exegesis I will look at novels produced by dominant Australian writer and 

international bestseller Tim Winton (Breath 2008) and the USA’s eminent surf novelist Kem 

Nunn (Tapping the Source 1984). What I can conclude, based on the voice employed in 

Breath, is that Winton writes closer to the writerly than surf-journalism does, and that Nunn 

writes heavily within the crime genre and uses niche culture groups, such as the surfing 

subculture, to give ‘character’ to his noir worlds. Using these two novels as examples of each 

author’s craft, I will reflect on the idea of whether Winton and Nunn’s surf-relative 

colloquialisms are authentic in the sense I am implicating in this submission.  

Now adapted into a major studio motion picture, Winton’s Breath is the story of 

Pikelet’s reflection on childhood, the anchorage of surf in his early life, and its relevance to 
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his growth (and destruction) as a man. Like most of Winton’s work, the setting is a coastal 

Western Australian town where the majority of the population look down on the ‘surf-bums’. 

Within this notion, the guru (hippy) surfer (male), named Sando, as character and voice, 

becomes a sort of unnatural force, and the reader is overpowered by the exaggerated delivery 

of surf culture as a result.  

 
The missus says you blokes had a bit of a swell while I was gone. 
 Loonie filled him in about the storm and those waves cranking in from 
outside the headland. He talked about the Angelus crew and our epic rides across 
the bay. Once he got going there was no turning him; everything in his telling 
got bigger and gnarlier – our courage was unfathomable, our style in the face of 
danger something to behold. Sando laughed indulgently, sceptical. He said 
Loonie talked a good game and this only drove Loonie on to telling him that 
we’d driven out along the ridges and cliffs to see the bombora breaking. 
(Winton, 2009: 69) 

 

Winton writes of his characters in the novel: ‘They were tradies and potheads who kept an 

eye on the weather map and took sickies every time there was surf’ (Winton 2009: 45).  

The novel is set in Angelus, a fictional town three-hours drive from Yallingup, where 

Taj Burrow grew up. Winton spent part of his childhood on this south-west-tip stretch of 

Australian coastline too, now a famous surfing area. Surfers are considered the outsiders 

around Angelus, according to the novel. The ocean is a mystical lure, wave riding is a test 

only for the truly daring: 

 
When I saw him next he was stroking into the path of the biggest wave I’d ever 
seen… I thought I brought surfers with me. Men above the ordinary… It could 
have been nothing more than a couple of lost Margaret River hippies. (Winton, 
2009: 114; 178; 204) 
 

The language here matches that used by surf-journalism.  

Winton has been quoted from an interview with the Sydney Morning Herald where he 

states he believes that landscape comes first in any written piece he crafts: ‘The place comes 

first. If the place isn’t interesting to me then I can’t feel it. I can’t feel any people in it. I can’t 
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feel what the people are on about or likely to get up to’ (Riemer, 2008). In the context of 

subcultural regionalism and women’s writing, Fetterley and Pryse suggest that landscape is 

the most effective way to convey culture in writing:  

 
[…] regionalism offered white women and women of color a space for exploring 
the mutual, dynamic articulation of race and gender. Creating a “category crisis” 
for norms rooted in dichotomy (realism vs. naturalism, male vs. female), 
regionalism also, “queerly” exposed “normality’s” oddness and exhibited a 
poetics of empathy, challenging readers to emotionally and cognitively occupy 
“points of resistance to […] accepted narratives of the social”. (Fetterley & 
Pryse 2003: 422) 

 

Judging by this SMH interview, Winton implies that drawing upon location is important for 

his evocation of subculture. Winton grew up immersed in beach culture and surfed through 

adolescence. He still surfs (Edemariam, 2008). In fact, as Aida Edemariam reports from her 

interview with him: 

 

“Writing a book is a bit like surfing,” he said. “Most of the time you’re waiting. And 
it’s quite pleasant, sitting in the water waiting. But you are expecting that the result of 
a storm over the horizon, in another time zone, usually, days old, will radiate out in 
the form of waves. And eventually, when they show up, you turn around and ride that 
energy to the shore. It’s a lovely thing, feeling that momentum. If you’re lucky, it’s 
also about grace. As a writer, you roll up to the desk every day, and then you sit there, 
waiting, in the hope that something will come over the horizon. And then you turn 
around and ride it, in the form of a story.” (Edemariam, 2008) 

 

Agreeing that Winton does not ‘belong to surf’, i.e. he is not part of the professional world of 

surfing, we can begin to establish an understanding of his use of colloquialism in his surf-

fiction, in spite of his perception of the gracefulness available to the surf-inspired novelist 

evidenced in the above quote. My conclusion is that Winton is selling surf’s over-

exaggerated elements in order to trade on the commerciality of the industry in selling his 

book. Evidence of this exists in the following two quotes from Breath: 

 
But there it was, a thick, purple frown of water, the most impossible wave I’d 
ever seen…  

It was a sight I had never imagined, the most dangerous wave I’d ever 
seen. (Winton 2008: 140, 176) 
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It is my opinion that most surfers can make peace with the idea that in the space of 36 pages 

Winton’s protagonist has witnessed both the ‘most impossible’ and also the ‘most dangerous’ 

waves he has ‘ever seen’. Alongside Pikelet’s ‘perfect’ waves, Winton deals in absolutes 

when describing surf scenes, an unrealistic phenomenon for most. It is my belief that this is 

Winton’s way of conveying surf voice. However, by his describing events unrealistically and 

melodramatically, readers are left with a protagonist voice which embodies the ideologies of 

old-school conventional surf culture, inauthentic traits and all. 

As well as examining Winton’s language we can examine the structure he applies to his 

delivery of surf culture in this novel. Breath’s structure is – for the most part – linear. With a 

brief introduction of Pikelet’s character in the opening chapter as flashback, the bulk of the 

narrative follows a first-person linear path spanning several years by use of untitled chapters. 

There is nothing in Breath that pushes the envelope in terms of bringing new perspectives 

through newly authentic voices. Breath is a stunning work, deserving its fame and 

recognition of its achievements; it is a testament to Winton’s extraordinary craft. However, it 

is not the progressive piece of surf-writing required to change the perceptions of mass readers 

about how surf culture might be delivered.  

Kem Nunn’s Tapping the Source is, again, a coming-of-age story of a sympathetic 

protagonist’s discovery of a new world; surf. Unlike Winton’s sympathetic cultural themes, 

Nunn’s ability to craft a narrative centred around crime, murder and stereotyped surfers is 

key. Our first introduction to the ‘surfers’ of Huntington Beach is anchored by: their ability to 

be poignantly arrogant and violent when outsiders surf their break; and getting high and 

passing a joint of marijuana around, the degenerates of a town who are only interested in 

getting laid and selling dope while ending each sentence with ‘bruh’ (Nunn, 1984). Nunn in 

this novel is subtle, at first, with his introduction of Ike’s discovery to surf, and unlike 
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Winton, his description of wave riding is not as jargon-filled as with his lead surfer characters 

Hound and Preston. While the undeniable ‘perfect’ wave is witnessed (Nunn, 1984: 86, 91), 

the narrative is driven by crime, sex and murder tempered by Hound’s scepticism, Preston’s 

mentorship, and Ike’s persistence to find his missing sister. The purpose of analysing Nunn’s 

1984 novel here is not only to identify Nunn’s colloquial language, but also to determine 

whether there is experimental advocacy present in his surf fiction.  

Here are two examples of Nunn’s voice in Tapping the Source: 

 
But then the easiest thing was not to think about it at all. The easiest thing was to 
let it slide, to make it work for you and not let it get you bummed. And so that 
was what he did. He stayed stoned and he surfed and he watched it all go by… 
The morning, the surf, could not have been more perfect. A clean swell, three to 
five feet out of the southwest. Paper-thin walls with long workable faces turned 
toward the sun. (Nunn, 1984: 214: 273) 

 

Using third-person limited point of view, Nunn writes true to the mystery genre when 

delivering the plot of Tapping the Source. The format is standardised with a clean, linear 

narrative structure, ‘proper’ punctuation and a single viewpoint. The novel’s only 

experimentation is its involvement of the action sport themes of surfing, motorcycles and the 

‘dark side of the beach’ (Anselmi, 2016). Drew Sievers remarks that:  

 
in general, surf fiction is a hit or miss proposition. Pick the wrong book and you’ll 
find yourself cringing with embarrassment. At its worst, surf fiction tends to be an 
uncomfortable mix of cliché, metaphysical surf-cult babble, and overly self-
conscious descriptions of the act of surfing. Interestingly, big-wave surfing is 
particularly susceptible to being reduced to pure melodrama. With so much garbage 
out there, seekers of intelligent surf fiction can be forgiven for never venturing 
beyond the non-fiction section of their local book store. Fortunately, there are a 
handful of excellent surf fiction books available to avid readers, and in my opinion, 
none can match Kem Nunn, surfing’s Dark Lord of fiction, for well-written surf 
noir. (Sievers, 2011) 

 

As the supposed ‘Dark Lord’ of surf noir, it is said by AV Club that Nunn’s Tapping the 

Source was the inspiration for the 1991 Hollywood film Point Break (Anselmi, 2016). The 
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implication is that Nunn’s surf noir genre ignited a spark in the hearts of American surfers 

and readers world-wide. Outside of his fiction, Nunn’s involvement in surf was, like 

Winton’s, recreational (Fantastic Fiction, 1999-2019) and like many of the surf writers 

analysed in this submission, his influence on the mass market readership has had impacts 

on readers’ perceptions of surf culture, as evident in the following:  

 
I have to confess that thirty years ago I had become consumed with surfing and its 
culture after reading Kem Nunn’s brilliant Tapping the Source – a life changing 
novel about a desert town teenager who hitchhikes to Huntington Beach (Surf City, 
USA) to find his missing sister, only to get caught up in the drug-edgy SoCal surf 
culture. (Hasburgh, 2018) 

 

Nunn’s reach as novelist beyond the subculture has been far greater than that of the niche surf 

journalists, as book sales results/Amazon sale rankings indicate. In February 2019, Tapping 

the Source ranked #118,481 on Amazon; this is thirty-five years after original publication, an 

impressive result considering the 10 million+ books available in the world (see 

http://www.salesrankexpress.com/sre/9ecfc064e3c9ebc9b1679c446f0b50483b9d06). The 

comparable ranking for Breath was #715,145 (see https://www.amazon.com/Breath-Tim-

Winton/dp/0330455729) which is impressive anyway. Novels can sell to audiences well 

beyond those established for surf magazines. It seems to me that, in light of their potential 

readerships, writers like Nunn and Winton should have a mission to deal sensitively with 

stereotyped ‘cool surfie’ clichés and misogyny themes. It has become increasingly important 

for writers to develop future manuscripts for all forms of publication with language, voice, 

innovation and authenticity in mind in order to continue the credibility of surf-writing. Surf-

fiction has made a start on this journey, other genres need to follow. 

 

I cannot finish up on surf-fiction without mentioning Winton’s response to criticism about the 

misogyny he has been accused of in his novels, including Breath. As indicated above (Part 
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One), at times the surf culture can – even if unintentionally – deliver negative or misogynistic 

attitudes. During the birth of the #MeToo movement, Winton released his novel The 

Shepherd’s Hut (2018). In an interview with Gay Alcorn for The Guardian, Winton said of 

his writing process:  

“I didn’t write the book as a vehicle to talk about [#MeToo] […] I wrote the book the 
same way I write all the books: just for play, to find out, to make a story and as an 
excuse to write about landscapes that I love and the people who come out of those 
landscapes.” (Winton quoted in Alcorn, 2018) 

Winton has been accused of misogynistic characterisation in his novels since the release of 

Cloudstreet in 1991. Winton’s female characters can come across to the reader as two-

dimensional and nothing more than ‘tools’ for his male characters to use in their process of 

growing to manhood and greater understanding. He has been accused of misogynistic female 

characters by notable names such as now Liberal MP Nicolle Flint and Holly Isemonger 

(Alcorn, 2018). 

In defence against his alleged misogyny, as seen in his characterisations, Winton says: 

“[It’s like racism…] If you’re a white middle-class person, racism isn’t a big part of 
your life. It’s hard to detect because you’re never on the receiving end of it.” (Winton 
quoted in Alcorn, 2018) 

His claim – that he represents truthfully the thinking and culture of characters who are 

‘“damaged men and adolescent boys […] outside the enclave of the inner city”’ – has to be 

taken seriously. ‘“The thing that’s achingly obvious,”’ he says, ‘“is that men aren’t really 

stepping up and lifting their end of the log”’, and it is also clear, he says, ‘“that women are 

having a harder trajectory than men”’ (Winton quoted in Alcorn, 2018). He is absolutely 

aware of the pervasiveness of systemic misogyny:   

“If misogyny wasn’t offensive to me as a behaviour and as a systemic problem, then I 
probably wouldn’t be affected by being called a misogynist […] But I’m perfectly 
aware there’s nothing I can do about it. […] 
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“I wonder if I’m just being convicted of insufficient valorisation of the women 
characters.” (Winton quoted in Alcorn, 2018) 

He goes on to suggest that male writers should not have to apologise about writing female 

characters in particular ways when the same is not nowadays similarly applied to female 

writers writing male characters (Alcorn, 2018).  

Winton is an aware writer working in a highly critical literary industry. His defence of 

the misogyny of his male characters – on the basis of cultural authenticity – is the kind of 

defence a fiction writer can indeed make. But what about the surf culture itself and the non-

fiction writing industries around it? To say that all male writers writing in surf genres are 

misogynists sends the wrong message; it is perhaps closer to the truth to suggest instead that 

a significant percentage of surf writing is unaware of its attitudes towards women in the copy 

presented for publication by its authors. Like all writers, we write what we ‘know’ and often 

what our cultural context uncritically presents us with. When surf-writing, as we know it, 

appears misogynistic on the surface, it is most likely the outcome of an industry-wide naivety 

of attitude. Yes, surf-writing in some of the most popularly visible publications, needs to 

grow up.  

 While this does not excuse the past fifty+ years of surf-writing, it does present 

something of an explanation for misogyny’s continual appearance. By focussing and 

acknowledging the issues, we can begin to nuance the way surf is written in the future: to be 

inclusive, less condescending and more ‘aware’ of its language.  
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Conclusion: Taj: A man above the reef and the creation of an authentic surf-writing 

artefact  

 

My creative component for this Master’s submission is a work of surf-writing, and while it is 

embedded with the elements of surf-biography, a key purpose of Taj: A man above the reef is 

to break free from clichéd surf-writing. For those unfamiliar with surf sporting history, Taj 

Burrow is a Surfing Australia Hall of Fame Inductee who served as Australia’s surfing ‘pin-

up boy’ (Kennedy 2014) just prior to Mark Occhilupo’s retirement in 2005. Taj Burrow’s 

retirement in 2016 is the subject, in particular, of my artefact. By working informally (as 

writers do) with the subject (Burrow), I have attempted to identify the events of the 2016 Fiji 

Pro that anchor the narrative of Taj: A man above the reef and record them in creative 

nonfiction. The step-by-step process as the research unfolded was to develop the manuscript 

into a satisfying narrative that not only documents a historic surfing event and provides the 

viewpoint of a key participant, but also attempts to carve away from surf-writing its clichéd 

language and delivery. Over the years, the surf-writing and surf-journalism industries have 

continued down a path with limited voices, unintentional misogyny and stereotyped copy that 

needs to change before the billboards of the internet brand surfers as anti-feminist, stoner-

hippies for good. 

While the modes used in this project are familiar delivery methods for genres such as 

biography and contemporary fiction, the inclusion of visuals, fragments from external sources 

and creative nonfiction devices has allowed this research to employ a more poetic, writerly 

language. The world is changing and so is surf, and a new writing has to reflect this. No 

longer are surfers the Hawaiian pioneers shaping boards from Alaia, nor are they the hippy-

bums of the 1960s, nor so the degenerates recent surf novels and films thrive on typecasting 

(see e.g. Carey & Lette, 1979). On the contrary, surfers can be high performance athletes 
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(Australian Olympic Committee, 2017), business owners, mothers, CEOs, Muslims, 

Christians, academics, children and everything in-between. 

The writing and research culminating in Taj: A man above the reef seeks to succeed in 

two predominant ways: first, it is the documentation of a history from the perspective of one 

of Australia’s surfing icons; second, it is the writing of contemporary surf culture with a 

committed attempt at authenticity. It can be argued that Australian surfer-writers, such as Tim 

Winton, Sean Doherty and Nick Carroll, write with a time-honoured surf authenticity, 

however the way surf culture is delivered by such writers has an exaggerated appeal tailored 

for a publisher, an audience or a mass market, destined to drown the reader in the overuse of 

gnarly-language and uncanny metaphysical themes that can be recognised as pigeonholing of 

the audience. At times it can be as though surf authors are taking on Stangarone’s ironic 

advice from the surf website The Inertia: 

 
Embrace four letter words to disrupt the presence of any overly verbose 
language: dude, whoa, huge, wayyyy epic, fish, tube, brah, and the list can go 
on. (Stangarone, 2016) 
 

As far as surf-writing clichés go, Stangarone has only scratched the surface and, while raising 

the issue in a comical way, he is making a very real statement. The problem with surf-writers 

employing such jargon is that it now creates a misrepresentation of the surf community.  

By acknowledging this, and by writing with a writerly frame of mind, it was my aim to 

craft a new perception for the community. My creative nonfiction work incorporates all three 

alternatives Gutkind recommends. As in a movie using three different camera angles with 

three different lenses, my artefact will provide my take on the surfing world, what my 

research leads me to be Taj’s take on that world, and also through the interpretations made by 

other voices gathered from a range of published sources in writing about surfing. The surfing 

world is full of drama, as too is Taj Burrow’s story, but writing a surf-based creative 
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nonfiction novella with a variety of voices creates the problem that perhaps the surf market 

and its readers would prefer and expect a jargon-heavy, cliché-riddled manuscript 

(Haberlandt, 1982). If this is the case, then I may be neglecting the only audience interested 

in reading Taj: A man above the reef by avoiding the written style of the authors and 

publications discussed in this submission. 

This is where the research process has been heavily influenced by the creative. By 

having met and worked with the subject in my role as a surfing company professional, and by 

examining such motion films as Sabotaj (2000) and Taj Burrow’s Fair Bits (2005) – surf 

movies made by the subject himself – I aim to achieve authenticity in Taj: A man above the 

reef. While language will be in the crosshairs – capturing the feelings of surf culture, seeking 

out the depth of individual experience, and also balancing the literary with the ‘salt’ – my aim 

is to produce a nonfiction work where I discuss the exegetical and research challenges to be 

met with when writing about public figures. The project is ultimately the delivery of Taj 

Burrow’s retirement story. He is the sole protagonist, viewpoint and reason for the project’s 

existence in terms of my writing perspective. As mentioned above, the documentation of one 

of surfing’s historic moments (the Fiji Cloudbreak final 2016) was reason in itself to enter 

this territory of writing; however, with Burrow being the character he is, and myself in the 

position I am, it revealed a path to finally write a text without nonsensical surf jargon. 

The initial approach was to work collaboratively with the subject. By employing a 

journalistic method of recording, investigating and documenting, the project began its slow 

collection of data from local, literary and primary sources in order to (initially) fill the blanks 

(or skeleton) of the loosely documented surf event. As I detail below, the creative process is a 

major reflection on the research process. The creative artefact was drafted before the 

exegetical component. The process of identifying the key components to contribute to both 
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the exegesis and artefact played a large role in the shaping of the project as a whole. The 

defining research topics that fit alongside the method are: 

 
• voices (surf language, themes and existing delivery methods); 

• visuals (ekphrasis, experimenting with visuals within a surf manuscript; break-out 
boxes); 

• surfing ethos (culture, doctrine, stereotypes and cliché); and 

• biography and creative nonfiction (characterizing a public figure, adapting the notes 
from memory of conversation). 

 
By identifying the prerogatives to go forward on and develop the project, the most effective 

form of research came in the form of reviewing current literature, as displayed above. The 

texts examined ranged from novels, magazines, news articles, academic journals, biographies 

and surf websites. What they revealed were: the voices used to deliver surf-journalism; the 

stylistic choices made by surf-fiction writers; and the somewhat-biased individualist writing 

in nonfiction. I have stated multiple times that I believe surf culture is delivered in an 

outdated way, and that the language is exaggerated to appeal to a commercial reader; that the 

writing itself, while beautiful in some cases, does not authentically represent surfers as a 

whole, but rather the professional people who ‘belong to surf’. With the unique opportunity I 

find myself having – being a surfer, belonging to surf (according to my job), and being a 

writerly writer – I now propose a new model of surf-writing yet unseen in the commercial 

market: the combination of surf-journalism, surf-fiction and surf-nonfiction with added 

experimental, multimodal delivery, authentically written without the cultural over-tone, in the 

form of Taj: A man above the reef.  

 

Applying the research 

Surveying methods employed by surf magazines and surf-journalism outlets such as social 

media channels and websites, it became obvious to me that their buoyancy is reliant upon 
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their exclusive releases of imagery and visuals. Not only this, I also noted the ways surf-

journalism and surf-marketing align their stories with other stories being told about the 

athletes focused on. This sparked the first experimental element of Taj: A man above the reef. 

With the inclusion of design layouts and exclusive photographs – used in ways not dissimilar 

to Jarratt’s Life of Brine – the layers of storytelling grew. 

 

 

Illustration 1. Page spread from Life of Brine (Jarratt 2017: 156-157) 

 

Post sitting down for a chat with Burrow, and establishing that this true event was 

indeed one which needed to be told in another manner, I decided that the generic memoir 
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storytelling method had been used over and over in surf-writing, and I wanted something 

different. So, I turned to creative nonfiction. What this genre adds to Taj: A man above the 

reef is its ability to be written creatively; that the journalistic subject can be explored with the 

tools available to the fiction writer; that meanings and ideas can be conveyed through unique 

ways not yet ventured in surf-writing. For example, I am able to deliver emotions not 

normally canvassed in nonfiction by use of tone, theme, structure and point of view:  

 
Broken and beaten at last, the body slumps with eighteen years of pressure sliding 
off into nothingness, the spirit sings, free, peaceful as it drifts away into the beyond 
in an effortless and humble gift of goodbye. This, Taj knows, is a feeling long 
time coming, and not too dissimilar to peace. There were other times when he 
knew his soul had sung. But this had been building up inside his chest too long, 
filling him from the very moment he first stood up on a board, growing and 
swelling with every heat, every performance, too long it had grown, weighing on 
him like a burden and now, like a gentle fall, it has taken flight and he is free. (see 
below, 127) 

 

As this quote suggests, Taj: A man above the reef includes an interpretation of the internal 

voice of a public figure, a well-established device in creative nonfiction. To support this, the 

manuscript borrows ideas from other genres, such as journalism’s break-out box, to inject 

other layers of storytelling. Here, for example, during Taj’s competitive surfing scenes, 

commentator Martin Potter’s voice is inserted in fragments to develop a sense of the physical 

surrounding, of the cultural viewpoint, and the emotion.  

 
“Well if there was any question whether Taj was going to take this heat seriously 
then there’s your answer, Joe.... I think we’ll see the lead change.” (Potter 
quoted in World Surf League, 2016) 

 

The final direction Taj: A man above the reef went in – to avoid surf-writing’s many readerly 

issues – was by involving snippets of the chats I had as a creative writer with Taj. I met him 

in April 2018 to get some inside knowledge of the Fiji 2016 tour and my recall of this chat 

was used to develop my creative nonfiction as fragmented, cross-genre narrative. Portions of 
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this conversation have been strategically inserted into the text to give a voice to the real-life 

Burrow, to allow the reader to read again what they have just read in my narrative as told 

from the subject’s own mouth, to double the layer of authenticity, to demonstrate Burrow’s 

character, to further analyse the event, and to seek to capture the emotion. This element is a 

crucial research point as, without it, achieving real authenticity around Burrow’s character 

would have been that much further away.  

In its complete form, Taj: A man above the reef attempts to be a bridge between 

current surf-writing and the future of surf-writing. Experimenting with delivery and voices, 

appealing to wider and different audiences, allows this manuscript to be a test-dummy for the 

rise of a new, authentic craft. 
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Based on true events

Photographs by John Respondek.

Acknowledgment: Select photograph inserts are screenshots taken from www.wsl.com.

Taj Burrow | Photograph John Respondek
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A MAN ABOVE THE REEF As a man above the reef, between uncertainties, it gushes in on him. Attacked 
by his own memories, the sensation of falling is immediate and dangerous, 
and he labours in the tube of time, back to the start of the end.
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Well let’s see if Taj can get himself out of combination here. He tucks in, finds the barrel, 
gets the exit. Driving out onto the open face now, smooth, but he needs something high 
impact… and… he takes a fall before getting to the end section.

Ronnie Blakey

Round One, Heat Ten: Fiji Pro 2016 WSL Broadcast

BEGINNING
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Taj has accomplished much. He’s thirty-eight. A newspaper lies open on the counter but, 
since he’s nursing a one year old, he turns the pages of a cardboard picture book.

“The cow jumped over the moon...” he reads.

It’s morning. He’s scheduled for Fiji. Taj’s little family surrounds him at the breakfast 
counter. His home is white-walled, recently reno’d and (despite Bec’s eye for interior dec-
oration) is littered with knitted dolls, bub bibs and paraphernalia off the changing table.

Music plays in the background, a melody pleasing both Arabella and Bec. Bec swings her 
hips in the kitchen.  Arabella stomps on his lap. Taj is amused at their mismatched rhythm. 

At the terminal, Taj kisses his family goodbye. Recalls tender moments. He’s been in the 
nest, mostly, in his circular dream-home (it took offer-after-offer to acquire) and thinks 
about when he’ll next be back. Tries to concentrate less on the shake of his fingers and 
more on anything but. Now his career’s catching up with him… Shit, isn’t that a thought.

The Free Surfer

Yallingup, Australia

How else d’you dodge nerves? Nostalgia’s a drug in itself. Though perhaps this type of 
recollection ain’t helpful, for it’s surely bringing on the nerves twice-fold. He sweats, in 
an airport of all places, boarding a plane to infinity, remembering the beginning of it all. 

Taj remembers his time off tour, his surfing that was free. Sabotaj, the film, highjacked 
this offshoot of his career way back. Billabong pitched a profile concept to him. He was 
nineteen, and with Jack McCoy leading the production, it was an exciting opportunity 
to showcase his young self to the world. Not to mention to get his hands on a bit of coin.

McCoy knew Taj prior to the making of Sabotaj, spent time in Western Australia. He 
was familiar with the breaks of Busselton. The film’s combo production of home footage 
and original content, and Taj’s first taste of free surfing, earned Sabotaj a reputation as one 
of the best profile surf films produced. With revolutionary airs, a showcase of Perth-side 
barrels, and an insight into Australia’s newest circuit tour edition, Sabotaj was the key that 
unlocked Taj’s love for surfing beyond scorecards. His father’s creative flair as an elegant 
surfer and dexterous musician began to come out in Taj as he explored the flip side of surf, 
the artistic recording of it. It’s unexplainable, the love he has for film production and edit-
ing processes. Standing in the booth on his second profile film, Montaj, he couldn’t resist 
selecting tracks, cropping frames and syncing playful nonsense into what would become 
another acclaimed feature. Montaj was a well-needed creative outlet. Curated by Taj, his 
old man Vance and others including McCoy, it was a film worth drooling over. Being his 
favourite of the two -taj movies, he was stoked when the profile flick unexpectedly won a 
handful of prestigious awards, including Surfer Magazine’s Best Surf Film. The trophy on 
the shelf a lure, Taj’s fascination with the free surfing world was baited.

Competing on tour, Taj stretched himself thin between surfing worlds. In 2003, Stab Mag-
azine founder and editor Sam MacIntosh approached Taj with an idea.

“I have this book in my head,” Sam says. 

“Yeah? What is it? Alright, let’s do it,” says Taj.

Taj Burrow’s Book of Hot Surfing was published as a gag-slash-credible book of surfing 
photos, anecdotes and hot tips for surfers. Taj can barely believe the number of books he 
continues to sign at events, with groms and adults alike bringing the book in as if it’s a 
prized classic. 

Taj decided to produce another film, one that would prove to be his crossroad: Fair Bits.
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Filmed in California, the film was uncharted territory, famed for its experimental mix 
of wicked surfing, innovative behind-the-scenes footage, skits and never-attempted filming 
techniques such as heli-frames. In conception, it had an appeal that drew the likes of Andy 
Irons and Ben Stiller, hungry as crocs to sunbathing tourists. Fair Bits had a fragrance 
that stirred the otherwise stale air of surf films. When Taj began rolling the camera, he 
felt the pull.

Fair Bits’ flair unleashed creativity in Taj’s surfing. The surf world lived for creative 
moments like a tradie waited on smoko. Taj felt deep down that he had to include the normal 
stuff—the surfing everyone knew and loved, the angles that screamed modern profession-
alism—but that, he knew, was also commercialism sucking the life out of the free.

“What else is there to do?” the crew ask.

“We could film from a helicopter,” Taj says. “We could get angles on surfing that no 
one has ever shot before.”

Hiring Joe Driver, an ex-Vietnam heli-pilot, wasn’t cheap, but it was coin well spent. 
Joe followed Taj around the swells of California, banking and dipping. The man could 
fly. Taj dominated the line-up, full or empty. The waves were average height, clean and 
sucky, the kind that allowed for speed, flight and exaggerated turns. Taj exercised aerials 
and the earth would shake. When the waves grew, so did his tenacity. He had blokes out 
there with him on jet skis, towing him onto the larger sets. All the while, a helicopter the 
size of a small bus chased him inches from the water’s surface, camera crew hanging out 
the open door like howler monkeys. It was the time of revolution.

It wasn’t the only time helicopters would appear in Taj’s free-surfing career. After Fair 
Bits, there came the attempted acid drop—not that kind, but the kind that buckled you hard 
enough to rip an arm from its socket. In an event covered by Stab Magazine, Taj, with a 
couple of mates, attempted the world’s first acid drop, but to no avail; just memories and 
a crippled interview with the mag to show for it.

“What led you to jump from the chopper?” Stab asks.

“I just like the idea of trying something that no one’s ever tried before, and I really 
wanted to know if it was possible. We had all the ingredients, it’s just the chopper pilot 
needed to be a little bit more cluey on how swells work.”

Taj knows this wouldn’t have happened if he’d had Joe flying. When Stab asks about 
the likeliness of landing one with the pilot who flew for Fair Bits he replies, nonchalant, 
“I reckon we would have stuck one, for sure.”

During the days that followed extremities such as helicopter diving, his belly began 
to fall over his size thirty-three boardshorts and something in Taj snapped. Realising he 

was at the crossroad of his career, he knew he’d never give up on free surfing, but he was 
twenty-seven now and if he wanted to chase down the crown his days were numbered. 
He hated being spread so thin, and though he preferred not to change anything, he made 
a decision; his next focus would be the Championship Tour. Believing he could maintain 
a higher ranking on tour if he focused on competitive surfing rather than free surfing, he 
knuckled down and got right to it.

And here he is, getting right to it. Final boarding call. Looking back, as he boards the plane 
to Nadi, Taj knows that decision led him here. Eleven years ago, he’d fearlessly jumped out 
of a helicopter onto a six-foot set. Now he’s stepping onto a plane shit scared of coming 
last at the Fiji Pro, his last ever event on tour. 
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In the wake of his retirement announcement, Taj finds himself sweating in the cool waters 
of Fiji’s Cloudbreak line-up as boats rock gently over the reef, one bearing the red flag that 
indicates he is losing time. His trusted, yet discoloured surfboard keeps Taj afloat while the 
wind tears at his white jersey like a cutlass. Taj doesn’t know how he’ll fare but the attention 
is contributing to his anxiety. He can feel eyes from the charter-boats burning holes in the 
back of his head, and millions more through the lenses of live-streamed cameras. Already 
he’s allowed his underlying clumsiness—what he knows, in a way, is the foundational part 
of him—to take stage, and while the sun melts the zinc under his eyes, and the salt burns 
his nostrils, Taj Burrow releases a long-held breath contemplating the end. For though this 
is only the beginning of the round, it can now be regarded as the final commencement.

One of those heats, he sighs. Do I have a shot here? Just one more wave. So he goes. As 
the northerly gale blankets the sky with greying clouds, the sun shoots streamers of light 
across Tavarua, dancing on the water’s clear surface and dazzling the pockets of coral 
and rocks on the reef below. Taj’s scooped hands drag him onward, hunting atop the reef, 
hunting the line-up, for something not there.

Round One

Cloudbreak, Fiji

Taj pictures it. A left rolling in, hollow and relentless, firing over the reef, spitting as 
the wind flies from its back. Gliding across the water at breakneck speed, dragging his 
hand across the belly of the tube. He images this, yes, it will come… Isn’t there a universal 
dream for such waves?

No such waves are rolling through and Taj has … shit. 

The clock unwinds, 1:59 remained. 

Submerged to the hip in the ocean, far enough away to be a shape to the people on the 
boats but close enough as to be broadcasted in high definition across the globe, Taj paddles 
toward the inside of the break, dodging looks from the competition with a determined 
frown. He’s left his nest atop an angled hill in Yallingup, sheer as the cliff face it is perched 
on, and his partner Rebecca, yet to wear a diamond ring, and little Arabella. He feels the 
tug on his cheek. 

He feels their presence; or is this some instinctual placebo fatherhood has gifted him? 
Who does he have to thank for his luxurious lifestyle? This, probably, he thinks, acknowl-
edging the circus set-up around him in paradise. The World Surf League is anything but 
discreet with its raucous event bump-ins. It’s a game, after all. Taj took little time to consider 
whether he agreed or disagreed with their practice when he signed up for the game, years 
ago. With all their bells and whistles the WSL’s encampment in the Fiji Isles is perhaps 
one of the things he loves most, not to mention the long-time source of income paying for 
the perch his girls nest in back in WA.

He shakes his head, ridding the white-noise as he passes Adrian Buchan, blond hair 
swept back over his forehead, and even in the heat of the frying pan Taj recognises the 
shadow of a smile on the New South Welshman; even if it’s a figment of his imagination 
he twigs that Buchan—better known as Ace—could conjure one at any moment, and it’ll 
knock everyone dead. Impossible to not like the man. Ace sitting with his chest above 
water, the reef deep enough below him to be a foggy illusion, bobbing in the moment, 
looking into the distance like a dingo with game in the air, nothing but the line-up in his 
thoughts. But he’s in the wrong spot. Taj clears his throat and continues paddling across 
the line-up, stroke after stroke, getting to where he needs to be. If anything, the paddling 
is the remedy he seeks. The lactic acid building in his chest, shoulders, back after battling 
the tides for half an hour is trying but it gives him a focus, a way out of his own head, a 
way to ignore the adversity of the cameras. Ace may have the leg up but he ain’t Taj, and 
Taj can feel it. Fiji is his. Head cleared, he stops, sits atop his board and feels the tides drag, 
gentle, against the bottom of his feet. He smiles. 
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The horizon bleeds with the glare of the sun, the multitude of small boats rock over the 
reef. Are the people in them pointing at him? Somewhere beyond their heads he knows 
there is Tavarua and Namotu. Perhaps he can see the further island’s white sand, or is that 
just the glare? The winding path from Yallingup has ended with paranoia, it seems, luring 
him to focus more on the glaze before his eyes than the next wave. Then he feels the tide 
suck stronger, the solid drift, something is coming…

He still has a shot. He’s in the section, is he not? The waves have fallen miserably thus far, 
though now the clock winds down Taj finds the irony in the turn of the tides. Glancing 
over the flash of a red jersey paddling furious in his stead, he sees the chop has calmed 
and Jordy Smith, the large South African, is hustling—throwing his priority in Taj’s face 
as if being free of having to break combination isn’t enough. How could he have forgotten 
his second round one combatant Jordy Smith? 

Taj—who knows he should be staying out of his own head—welcomes the distraction 
as Jordy rocks on his board and trains the nose of his stick like a drawn arrow and the first 
of many somethings-to-come comes. Jordy has eyes only for it. Down the line, Taj spies 
Ace, not deep enough to be in a comfortable spot though paddling keener than Taj feels.

It has to be Adrian and Jordy. Are there two nicer blokes than these in the world? What’s 
happening? Are these truly his thoughts? Now? In the fire of the sea, the deep of the reef, 
the final row of the round?

And then Jordy’s upon him.

And then he’s gone.

The roar of the hollow tube cuts across the reef and Taj watches its back as it screams 
against the wind. This is warfare and Jordy is dicing Ace and he likes new recruits. Aren’t 
I the vet here? The back of Jordy’s board tears through the wave, spraying white foam into 
the air with a vigorous slash. The wind drops spray onto Taj’s face. 

A sloppy floater and head-dipped barrel ain’t getting me through, Taj thinks wiping 
his face clean.

It’s the biggest set of the heat and the Fijian gods rumble with laughter—or is that just 
another South African-hack? Taj thrusts the nose of his board into the nook of his chest 
and begins the final paddle. The water begins to gush him, his chest close to the board, 
head tilted forward, heaving with every stroke, Taj allows the water to right him. Nerves 
fade though anxiety’s pitched in his shoulders, riding him as easily as he rides his own 
waxed Mayhem deck.

TB: Yeah, everyone’s just paying more attention, and I do feel a bit weird. I don’t like that sort of at-
tention personally. So I was a bit spooked in that way but, uhm, I was just thinking “I’m going to go in and 
enjoy myself, I’m going to drink beers and I’m going to just pick my moments to party and my moments to 
be disciplined and to put on the performance I really want to.” So, yeah, I went in prepared and trying to 
be as relaxed as I could. Enjoyed some beers and my mateship with everyone. And then really, you know, 
surf good as well. I was just trying to balance it.

He stands.

Instinct takes the reins, guides his nimble stance to a crouch. Grabbing the thin rails 
of his compressed board, Taj feels the board purchase as the strength of Cloudbreak’s jaw 
sucks open. The wave’s hot breath is of a beast when it spits a heavy spray onto his back; 
the roaring spiral envelops him inside a four-foot tube. Stilled, he maintains speed as he’s 
sucked back, down the throat of the barrel. The wave is moving fast, racing across the reef, 
inhaling the shallows and everything in between. The lips of the wave creep further from 
Taj’s outstretched fingers as he is swallowed.

He leans into the face hoping to generate momentum, the flash of the rocks beneath 
his feet is a subtle reminder of the price of being eaten. Hastily, Taj leans into the exit and 
shoots from the wave’s closing maw with an angry blast of spray as a parting gift.

The force of the blow throws him. Unbalanced, sweating, arms stiff as he skates an in-
visible beam, Taj hears a familiar ring. The face of the wave staggers as he peers down the 
line, closes on him as he focuses on that ring; the lip quivers. Bumps appear, impossibly, 
to break beneath his feet. His stomach slaps with the surface of water when he falls. The 
final blows of the horn fade on the air, the hooter sounds and the heat, inevitably, closes 
as the ocean swallows him whole.

Shit, he thinks, straining against the burn of his lungs, I’ve come fucking last

WSL Score Card: Round One, Heat Ten (www.wsl.com)
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Some paths, once set upon, give no other option but to paddle on while others offer a bank 
of reprieve. Taj, paddling toward the boats, peering at the depths beneath, contemplates his 
loss and finds himself at last rearing with the possibility of changing the well-worn path 
he has trodden for decades. His competitive surfing career is ending and the exit signs to 
unknowns are beginning to flash with warning. What waits is a mystery; however, the 
realisation dawns that no matter the outcome of Fiji he’ll be leading this new life soon 
enough. And there is no way he’s letting his last memory of surfing on tour become a repeat 
of what has just happened here.

The boats, brimming with local charter drivers and fellow competitors, bob in Taj’s 
wake and lift his foul mood. He passes his board to a local man, who gently lowers it to 
the deck, and Taj climbs aboard. The boats make a pointed job of drifting at least two 
metres from each other, as if separated by invisible blocks, and burns Taj; it burns so hard 
it becomes obvious. The boat he’s boarded contains no stoked faces.

Cloudbreak roars at his back, and the grim expressions worn by his boat-faring comrades 
speak volumes. Taj has sat a mediocre heat with mediocre waves only to be robbed by the 
seas. The swell is surging and heat eleven, the next heat, is graced with pulse.

Taj sighs. Let them think this is the end. Most speculation is born of deceit, or ego, and 
Taj Burrow has learned to be but a leaf in the wind over his twenty years on the circuit. 
Let them rumour over my slumped shoulders, let them laugh into their hands. I’m still 
here for another round, and watch out whoever’s drawn.

Taj swipes a crinkled palm over the shaved pate at the left side of his mohawked head. 
He’s shrouded in the cold depths of paranoia, comforted only by his own determination. If 
Taj were to look up from his salt-stained hands, and forget about ripping the jersey from his 
chest, he’d see the encouraging glances, the idolatry from the local groms, the endearment 
from those he has just surfed against. He’d notice this, and ignore the attention that’s on 
him from the outlets such as WSL, Tracks, Surfing World, Surfing Life, Monster Children. 
They go on. Who isn’t talking about Taj Burrow’s retirement? Speculation is the enemy 
of truth. Taj is ignorant to the fact that people are watching not to see how he fares, but to 
witness a legend one final time.

Contrary to what he knows, or what he thinks he knows, Taj is giving them the show they 
so desperately deserve. He’ll hold tight to his integrity the only way he knows how—by... 
surfing.

Truth is, he’s not even here to win the thing anymore. And this notion eggs on the sweat 
seeping between the cracks of his salt-stained palms.

He’s here in Fiji on tour for the last time, and he ain’t chasing a victory. It feels strange 
to contemplate. He’s here to surf.

Well, fuck, if that’s what I’m here to do then I better surf my fucking brains out. 

Find the right exit.

So ... surf, Taj Burrow. Surf like the world’s watching. 

Because, it is.
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He wakes in his bed, a simple sheet, a single mattress, mosquito net drawn, totally and 
utterly alone. Taj has forgotten to charge his phone, not that it really matters this far from 
the mainland, so he sits up, immediate, the palms of his hands tuck neatly on the skirt of 
his mattress, his feet find the cool tiles. His head aches slightly, too much going on there.

Taj’s room, the bunker, is drawn closed to the rising sun, thin white cotton veils act as 
curtains and hang on a set of double doors leading to a small balcony. The walk is slow. 
He draws the curtains back and opens the doors. Immersed in the sun’s early light, the 
smell of Fiji welcomes him. The world rights itself again. The mainland songbirds are 
absent here, in their place is the gentle rock of the tides lapping on the shore. It’s as if the 
ocean is breathing.

In. Out.

On mainland Fiji, with every exhalation the ocean pushes the muck from its belly onto 
the sand. Fiji is third world. Uninsulated homes tall on wavering stilts, chipped florescent 
paint and the contents a questionable balance between hygienic and functionable, the gar-
dens patched dirt seemingly garnished with weeds. But above all this the sun shines and 

Namotu

Namotu, Fiji

the air is clean. The children play, and grandfathers sing. The mothers dance, and the food 
on the table is organic. The smiles on the faces are real.

Humankind cannot be stopped, it’s instinct to evolve, and that’s a thought that strikes all 
too firm with Taj, and many other surfers, no matter their origin. The ocean is his livelihood, 
his passion, his career and year by year, week by week, humans and their industries threaten 
its humble nature. In the future perhaps there’ll be events dedicated solely to saving the 
ocean, or raising awareness of the fact at least. Only time will tell. It whistles as it sings.

Taj leans on the railing of his balcony, his mind wanders. The mainland’s far behind 
him, sitting square in the east with its hotels and tourist pockets and polluted beaches but 
this… this is Fiji. Fine, white-grained sands free from swamp, tall palm trees with coconuts 
ripe for the taking, salt on the tongue drifting lazily on the air, and the shore decorated 
in nothing else but shells and debris from lonely coral castaways. The water is blue here, 
clear as staring through a pane of glass placed on lazy sand, and at night the stars, the stars 
number in the thousands.

No plastic. No baby diapers, loose leaf paper, straws, cups or plastic bags. None of that 
out here and it’s a miracle that such islands can so remain in this era. It’s Taj’s home for 
the next week and more, and little does he know it is to be his gift.

I’m in paradise right now for my last event on tour, are you kidding? He traces his steps 
back to his room, the small fan creaking as it turns, grabs a crumpled towel from the couch 
and heads out. Already in his Billabong Tribongs, black with a two-toned twill of floral 
greys, a size two big so his arse crack catches the breeze, he sets out onto the cold morning 
sand. Who knows what the time is, and who needs to know? Sure, it’s winter back home 
but are seasonal laws acknowledged out here in the South Pacific archipelagos?

The sand grain is thicker than home, thicker than the golden beaches of the Yallingup 
coast. It sticks to his feet even though they aren’t wet and the colour is a wish-wash of dark 
browns through white through golden. There are shells and large, smooth stones, driftwood 
and coral cones. Taj touches and studies a few of them as he descends to the lapping shore. 

Suddenly, a clack of sticks rings. Taj turns toward the morning sun, toward a man 
perched on a boulder. The man has light brown eyes and short hair, buzzed thin with lines 
running parallel, streaking through to the skin, shining against the horizon. Taj knows 
him, vaguely. He’s the one who greeted them all a couple of days back with the Bula! Bula! 
ceremony. He’s also the one, Taj remembers, who served behind the bar last night, makes 
a mean pina-colada. Wasn’t he part of the procession party too?

Taj pictures it; he steps off the boat onto Namotu proper, the locals have a different 
tradition, different view of respect. Back in Australia it’s all firm handshakes, posture and 
eye contact, but here ... here they keep their seat and look up at you as you tower by. They 
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clap their hands together rather than squeeze yours and for some reason it feels genuine 
all the same.

Now the man is waving a giant hand over his head as Taj nears the shore, his grin splitting 
his face and those huge white teeth make the smile seem somehow infectious. Once Taj 
believed such greetings were because he was famous ... well, there are a lot of pro surfers 
here. But come to Fiji long enough even once, and you’ll know, it has nothing to do with 
who you are. That’s the truth of the matter; it’s because Fijians are just so happy to be.

Taj bids good morning with an outstretched arm. The kind that looks as though he’s 
grabbing for something with spread fingers. The man, in kind, strikes the stick in his left 
hand back down onto the stick in his right, letting loose another loud clack that the entire 
island can hear, for sure. What is it? Taj wonders. A blessing? A song?

His toes touch the water and suddenly he’s sinking to his ankles in the shallows. The 
warmth rides higher up his legs and the goosebumps of the early morning die as he rocks 
his elbows back with a final step before diving. The warm tropical waters of Namotu 
consume him, wash him and after a stroke he opens his eyes. The reward is a crystalline 
blue landscape, a world totally free. He comes up for air and dives back underneath like a 
porpoise, like he’s of the ocean, as if he’s meant to be here. And when he comes up for air 
a second time, and stands waist-deep, staring off at the distant reef, peering into Cloud-
break’s den he wonders, just wonders in silence, what’s gonna happen next.

TB: I prepared particularly well because I wanted to go out swinging, I wanted to put in a good per-
formance. I didn’t have in my head “Oh, I’ve got to fucking win Fiji, it’s my last hurrah” kind of thing. I 
just wanted to go there and surf good, you know? I just wanted to put on a good show, no matter what. In 
preparation for that I just made sure my boards were dialed, may have done a bit of extra training and 
stretching and I just went there to enjoy the moment. I chose Fiji because that is got to be one of my favou-
rites – it’s got to be my favourite. Not only is it the sickest venue with the sickest waves and you’re on this 
perfect beautiful island with a bunch of mates – and you’re all just having a sick time and it doesn’t feel 
like a contest – not only that but I just love it.
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Round Two

Cloudbreak, Fiji

WSL Match Up: Round Two, Heat Seven (www.wsl.com)

Taj runs a hand along the nose of his board, tiny fibreglass specks come loose in the water. 
He’s tracing small compressions where his fingernails trail over stray wax clumps. The 
Billabong sticker is old and tattered, clinging to the deck like Taj does the past. The black 
outline shimmers beneath the surface of the tide, where the glare sheens. Glowing like 
the pulse throbbing in his wrists, the board is as much a part of him as his own legs. This 
board is his favourite of the quiver, and he strokes the nose unconsciously.

Taj isn’t one to get rid of boards he loves. He clings to sentimentality, of a sort. He 
wonders why you’d get rid of boards at all, especially those you’ve done stuff on. Like 
drop out of a helicopter with. Perhaps boards are just equipment to some surfers, like a 
ratted pair of boots for a hiker or a racket that’s hit too many balls for a tennis player. He 
wonders about surfers, how they surf for the chase, the chase of feeling, the chase of the 
next wave. He wonders whether others on tour, like him, hold onto memories like he does 
boards. Maybe others think coin is enough, in the end.

Does legacy mean anything?

Days like today are full of sentimentality, almost ritualistic—and because of the un-
known path, aptly named The Future, Taj feels he needs to control as much as he can 
right now, and his 5’11” Mayhem hasn’t really let him down lately; except for the fucking 
compressions beneath his fingertips, where did these come from? 

Pushing away chunks of driftwood caught in the foamy discharge from a charter boat, 
he carefully measures his section by eyeing the sponsor tower, a jutting beacon over the 
reef. Not only is the multi-storey complex a perfect canvas to slap a Samsung Galaxy logo 
on, it also houses the judging panel; and the production studio; the cameras that will follow 
him like sharks on a distressed seal.

The islands are a dreamy backdrop of green hills, white sand and dense palm-jungles, 
and it’s funny how not many are blinking twice at it, all eyes are for the horizon, staring 
into the endless blue as if it’s the only colour in the world.

He resumes eyeing his spot and ten paddles or so later the water feels cooler, as if the 
reef has dropped from beneath him to gaping jaw of deep nothingness. He takes this as an 
omen for no other reason than because. The heat has only just begun and here he is already 
packing his suitcase. Sure as all shit he’s afraid of losing again, that’s what a couple of days 
of stressing can do to a man.

Still working his section, letting baggage drip from his palms with every drift-defying 
stroke, he pauses. Searching across the shoulders of lulling sets. Minutes have sailed. Not 
a single wave to his name. Yet. He’s got this idea of quality vs quantity rambling in the 
walls of his head, a tactic that’s either gonna send him un-hypothetically packing or save 
his sorry arse.
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A lone figure in a tight red jersey sits atop his board facing west. Caio Ibelli, his hands 
gripping his board’s rails, his jaw works hard at chewing the inside of his cheek as he 
studies the horizon like everybody else. He glances over at Taj, as turgid waters ripple, 
telling of incoming lines. The frock of the water laps over the edges of Taj’s board. Of the 
sounds he’s heard, the gentle knock of water on fibreglassed foam is one he’ll cherish until 
they bury him. A hollow knock that boardriders the world over can relate to, the anchor 
of them all, a soft sound both tranquil and exhilarating. Taj swishes the water around his 
palms and resonates with the gentle thunk as the sea traces the planed surface of his board.

Taj moves to within a couple of lengths of Caio and sits back. Caio’s a fresh face on 
tour. One of his first trips to Fiji; it’s obvious in how he fidgets, paddling back-and-forth 
across the line-up, rocking like Arabella does on her wooden horse. Taj doesn’t strike him 
out, he’s still a threat; every damn surfer on tour is. Plus, he’d be lying if he didn’t admit to 
Caio’s one-of-the-better-rookies status. But experience is weighing the scales. Cloudbreak’s 
got to be one of Taj’s favourite spots, he knows these waters, and they him.

He isn’t worried. Besides, this one looks alright. Caio notices it too, gives him a look. 
Taj has priority, swings his board ‘round with a knowing smile. 

The waves are better. They aren’t freight-training but they’re four-foot and spewing their 
guts up thanks to the high tide. The wind’s dropped so the spray just kind of lingers as 
waves barrel by, rain down with the force of a sneeze’s spittle, but best of all is how long 
the face stretches on these things. Long, crumbly glass mounds, a Fiji recipe for deep, 
drivey turns. Easy to get speed and even easier to hack. Good but not ideal Cloudbreak. 
A sure second, and Taj is steaming to have another crack. He rocks his weight into the 
paddle, chest presses forward, kicking as the wave grabs and throws him with a punctual 
follow-through.

He takes off, presses upright and primes the drop, no rail grabs, no bogging, no clum-
sy take-offs today, thanks. The wave opens. Throwing down the line, racing, pumping, 
stomping his feet, leaning down the stretch. Throwing his front foot to the right he lets the 
momentum take him as he drops to meet the point where flat water and wave churn, and 
thrusts his weight into the turn, heading back for the peak. The white wall is crumbling, 
no barrels, but setting him up for a lengthy ride. Crisp, smooth.

Same as was the first turn. 

And the one after that.

Taj smacks the lip, fins just shy from cutting through the peak.

He doesn’t hesitate; rocking with all the speed he throws back down for another long 
drive, the foam slices up and over the rails and leaves a trail of gutted foam in his wake—
like lines traced in sand. He shifts his weight again, attacking the wave’s head over and 
over again. Taj’s own head is as clear as it’s ever been, there’s nothing but the next turn, 
and he reads the wave as if it’s already been written. Each snap’s an improvement, drafting 
as he carves his story into the wave in a language all his own.

A long carve draws out each centimetre. His board’s a part of him, an extension of his 
will, this is where he belongs. He shifts for a final charge through the bumpy end section. 
Eyes only for the lip—he hits with a slash, a goodnight kiss as the face loses volume. 
Buckets scream off the back of the set.

Taj lands with bent knees, turns off the back of the wave, diving onto his stomach, tiny 
droplets fall as he paddles over the reef, eyeing the way forward, lining up the Samsung 
Galaxy tower.

You see that? 

He bails from a crumbler that’s wont to dog him the way foam leaks across the face, one 
such ride would make for a bumpy, low scoring time. Taj gives the wave nothing, not even 
a glance, isn’t even worth the paddle. Opting for the immediate fade, he doesn’t attempt a 
turn. The judges still score him a 0.7, which is more than what it deserves.

Above railings of fibreglass charter boats, where a heap of eskies pile in wrapped towels 
brimming with beers, dried meats and cheese, heads bob intent on the bout. The long, 
littered row of skis is rigged, harnessed by anchors and joined at the bows to boats beside 
them, restricting unlearned seamen from floating off. The reef loves a feed. Besides the 
other athletes, the boats keep afloat faces no one at home cares to know but in truth these 
people are the backbone of most tour contests. Medics, managers, trainers, physios, journos, 
mates—all that. One fella holds a flag, flapping like a two year old on cordial. The number 
99 sings proud.

The sun cuts a hole in the eastern sky, golden and bright and near impossible to ignore. 
Soon the burn-lines will appear like unwanted tattoos. Unless you’re rolling it on with a 
paint brush, sunscreen’ll do fuck all in a place like this.

Taj paddles between the chops on the water, exchanges the occasional glance with Caio 
who moves hastily on to deeper water with an air of confidence. Taj’s two wave combi-
nation-score hasn’t gotten him over the line, he needs to pull a seven-something outta the 
bag yet; Caio, has caught almost triple the number of waves Taj has even contemplated.
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Beneath the water’s surface there’s nothing but coloured reef, stark white, emerald green, 
tree-bark brown; future scars.

Taj reigns in. Faces north with the nose of his arrow tucked beneath the surface, com-
fortable between his clamped legs, he fidgets with the water’s top, waiting. Seven minutes 
remain. Even with priority he’s nervous with his quality tactic. He has passed on a few 
that might’ve just given him the edge, or the confidence.

Anything but last, a voice whispers.

He paddles toward a set that rolls from the horizon. 

From the tower’s vantage, Taj is seen ignoring the pointed job spectators are doing, cheering 
and hoo-harring as they lean on the boat railings just to get a glimpse of him. He paddles 
for what will be his highest scoring wave of the day.

It’s bigger than the last, a nice five-footer—the kind that come through on the rare set, 
hitting the reef-sand combo just right. Taj feels the rush of wind as he’s picked up in the 
wave’s torment, the gush of churning water, the reflection of the hot sun on the sharp reef, 
thrown downward, his board skidding across the surface of the glassy body.

One second. 

Three.

He shoots to his feet.

At first he looks sketchy, like he’s nervous, his knees bobble, clack together, his arms 
outthrust in a sort of gotta-keep-my-balance regime. But all this lasts just a moment, if 
the commentary box hadn’t mentioned it the world mightn’t have noticed. It’s a classic 
set-up turn, a tender slash across the water’s top, not too deep, enough to manoeuvre as 
the wave forms.

The first set-up is followed by something a little harder but not quite the quintessential 
move of the heat. It’s a beautiful wave, hulking, throwing a shadow across the surface 
enough to block the sun’s burn, and the peak is steep and best of all, if tamed rightly, the 
wave has the potential to earn him high numbers.

The wave is over by the fourth turn but the finale, a backhand snap, is executed with 
precision, speed, just on the sweet spot. He has a lot of speed to arrive at the lip, enough 
to send pellets of water shooting for the stars. The judges eat it up, this much spray served 
with a carve-mastery is what they look for in these sorts of conditions.

Candid, satisfied and somewhat anxious, he turns off the wave and calls for the jet ski, 
paddles from the northern section knowing he has enough time for another.

He has to hurry back and squeeze something out of Caio’s priority, but what Taj doesn’t 
know is the level of stoke from the judging tent, not to mention the commentary box.

He has scored an 8.03.

Fizzing for more, he jumps on the ski unawares, grips the back of the bloke’s shoulder 
and drops his board by his feet. The ski hurries, but there’s an unconscious part of Taj that 
knows; that’s all she writes for Caio.

He can barely hold back a trademark grin. That’s how you surf Cloudbreak.

WSL Score Card: Round Two, Heat Seven (www.wsl.com)
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The announcement comes at breakfast. Taj sits alongside Spinner as he scoffs an omelette, 
the stench of ‘shrooms and thick cut capsicum burn his nostrils. Spinner is Taj’s good mate, 
has been for close to fifteen years. The blond-haired man nurses a Canon camera on his 
lap as though it’s a baby, his knees tucked up, forced together, bare feet on their balls, so 
the heavy equipment doesn’t slide nowhere. Doesn’t stop him from hoeing into his eggs 
and beans. It’ll be a while before they eat in silence like this again, not that Taj notices.

The loss of round one is still eating at him. Mate, it doesn’t feel good. That’s for sure. 
Losing the opening round with nerves and jitters shaking him, makes him look like a 
rookie. But a bad heat is a bad heat, and Taj can live with that. What he can’t live with, he 
decides, is silence.

“Mate, I cooked it the other day. Got lucky against Caio,” Taj says.

Spinner looks over a fork of shaking eggs, the utensil hovering somewhere between 
his chin and gaping mouth. He shrugs, shovels the eggs between his lips and draws the 
fork out slow, like Arthur prizing Excalibur from the Stone. “You had a fucking bad heat, 

The Gift

Namotu, Fiji

mate. Get over it.” Spinner thrusts the four prongs of the fork in Taj’s direction. “You got 
a few in there, was just too sloppy.”

“Yeah, how’s the—what’s this old boy doing?” Taj’s open gait laugh explodes forth like 
a battering ram. “It’s fucking nine o’clock, mate.”

G is tall and handsome with a prominent jaw, he’s also adamant about this 80-20 rule. 
Eighty of the good shit, twenty of the bad shit, in and out of the water that rule applies. But 
fuck me, it’s nine o’clock in the morning! G walks over during breakfast, gives Mick and 
Joel a brief wink from across the room and squeezes in beside Taj and Spinner. He gently 
places three Fiji Bitters in the middle of the table, a smile splits his rugged face.

“You’re keen,” Spinner says.

“I was just off talking to the boys and you’re not gonna believe it,” G says. “Cloudbreak’s 
flat as. Barely breaking. It is legit small as all shit. They’ve just called it. Round Three’s 
not kicking, not being reassessed for another week”. G scoops up a Bitter and cracks the 
top off the sweating bottle.

“So we’re stuck here for seven days with an open bar,” Taj says. “On my retirement.” 

Holy shit yes.

Shortly after the lay-days announcement ricochets across the island, Taj sits with his feet 
on the railing back at his room. He can see the short drop to the sand over the tops of his 
toes, his mates smash Bitters by his side as if they’re water. His feet are black from walking 
everywhere in bare feet.

The sun is at its zenith, high as the clouds are thin, hot as the waves are flat. It’s the 
smallest he’s known Cloudbreak for a tour event, and that’s a record eighteen years. And 
yet Taj is a surfer, an optimist and a pessimist, honest but an exaggerator. The waves are 
flat, un-surfable, a sloppy, incoherent mess. He places an empty bottle of Bitter gently on 
the table. The sun burns his skin. G and Spinner bicker.

“You’re pissed, ya idiot. Gone. Done. Game over.”

Spinner cracks the cap off another bottle. Tosses it into the bathroom bin they’ve dragged 
from Taj’s room, watches the cap sailing in the air, flipping flippantly, heads, tails, heads. 
Taj grins, head lolling.

“What then?”

“What do you mean what then? What type of question’s that? What do you mean?” 
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“Farkawff, what should we do then?”

“How should I know? But you’re on to something. I’m just not diving in the middle of the 
ocean with nothing other than a fucking water spear thing, with you lunatics, shooting fish.”

“Or sharks.”

“We’ll just go fishing.” 

“That’s what I said.” 

“Without the spears.” 

“Why without spears?” 

“Well, if we get eaten—” 

“Or lost.”

“Or lost. Then Taj can’t put Florence in his place.” 

“Right. But what does Taj prefer?”

“Eh. Good question. It’s his retirement.” 

“Kinda like a bachelor party.”

“For sure.”

“Then we’re the best men.” 

“Yes.”

“And the best men organise the party.” 

“So what do we do?”

“Fishing?” 

“Fishing.” 

“With spears.” 

“No spears.”

“Fine. With beers.” 

“Beers. Yes.”

“It’s a start. Let’s think some more. We got ourselves a starting plan and that’s a start. 
What else you reckon. That’s just one day.”

“Let’s just start with one day.” 

“Alright, fine.”

“Fine.”

“Could try get some jet skis.”

“I thought you said one day at a time.” 

“Just thinking out loud.”

“Thinking, ya reckon? You reckon they’ll let us just take a ski?” 

“I don’t know.”

Taj turns back to the shore. To the ocean and its endless horizon. Who the fuck cares 
what they do? They’re gonna be the best days of his life.
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It doesn’t feel right to break down here, to look over the tops of people with 
hands on their heads, aghast faces, and let emotion overcome you. The scores 
are coming in and it’s way too close to call. All Taj can find to centre himself 
is the slow, unenthusiastic paddle back across the reef to the boats, anchored 
above the quiet reef.
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Tonight’s the night.

Mick Fanning to Taj Burrow

Namotu Island, Fiji

MIDDLE
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TB: We had this ongoing joke, which came from Mick Fanning to start with, it was – we’d just kind of 
be talking about which night would be the night, you know, to celebrate. It ended up being quite a few. But 
every night Mick would just end up going “Tonight’s the night!” [LAUGHS]. We ended up just saying that 
repeatedly, “Tonight’s the night” because we kept trying to pick one night but it ended up being several. 
It was just the most fucked up perfect ingredients I could ever ask for. So we just acted accordingly. We 
got blind and we had the best time. We did all sorts of activities. We just lived it up on this island and had 
the best time.

JS: Is there anything that stood out in that gap between rounds?

TB: It’s a bit of a blur. [LAUGHS] But we ended up just having so much fun but… I don’t know. I guess 
the one thing that really stood out to me the most, and I guess it’s a fairly general thing, but it’s… the one 
thing I noticed the most was when I announced my retirement, amongst all my peers like that, when I 
announced my retirement I’d obviously let my guard down competitively and I just wanted to appreciate 
everyone as my friend. Because over the years, you know, I haven’t been best mates with people like Mick 
Fanning, and guys that I’m just really competitive with, we’re all mates but we’ve all just wanted to fucking 
rip each other’s throats out when we get in the water. It’s a weird one. But I feel as soon as I announced 

Laying for a Day

Namotu, Fiji

my retirement it was as if our guards had been dropped and we were just able to enjoy a friendship. And it 
was so noticeable to me. It was the most noticeable thing to me in my whole retirement how I just became 
friends with everyone way better. In the past, I guess I’m pretty cagey too, but I always have fun on tour, 
and everyone is still my mate, but I’m still there to beat them. And vice versa. We’re all there to beat each 
other. So it’s a weird friendship. I guess every competitor on Earth would have the same thing but it was 
just the one thing I really noticed when we all just opened up and all became just actually friends. Where 
in the past it’s almost like fake friends [LAUGHS].

JS: Was there anyone in particular that you felt you cliqued with the best?

TB: Well, Mick, Mick was the example, for sure. I mean Joel [Parkinson] because we’ve spent more time 
together and we both ride for Billabong and so I’ve always been quite close with Joel. But it was even with 
Joel as well, since I retired we’d just start headlocking each other and laughing and there’s no mind games 
being played, there’s no bullshit, you know, you’re mates and you’re having a good time and celebrating 
all the years we’ve had, which is so many. But it was everyone across the board, but Mick and Joel were 
my main rivals across my career so those two I noticed the most.

The night’s well lit. Burgeoning heat radiating from the tall standing lamps spewing smoke 
from their heads, the orange hue of burning leaves, kerosene-free the black smoke lingers 
above them deterring mosquitos. And just like smoke, the look in Taj’s eyes wavers, sways 
like the wind with anticipation, he’s been jumped plenty of times tonight and he’s sick of 
smashing cocktails from used coconuts.

Sitting with his toes buried in the thick grain sand, caressed by the lick of crackling 
embers, a dry pile of driftwood is being poked with barbeque tongs, its resurrection slow 
yet no less amusing than Arabella’s gibberish. It’s a dream island this, fearless in its boast-
ing. Taj throws back his head and smashes the remnants of the frothy in his hand in salute. 
The stubby is short and fat, the label askew—folded with condensation—and now empty. 
Leaning in the green garden chair, careful not to lose his entire weight over the arm, Taj 
presses the base of the bottle into the sand. With pressure and gentle rotation, left, right, 
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he forms the perfect triangle of discarded bottles. Find me a coconut and I’ll take us all 
bowling.

“You want another beer, mate?” Joel Parko’s on his feet despite his knee brace, scratching 
at his chest with that trademark grin below an elongated nose. He stands with the fire pit to 
his back at the very moment the boys get it going. Fiery wings burst from Joel’s shoulders 
and somehow that boyish smile turns devilish. Heat strikes Taj full-on in the face and of 
his mates he’s the only one who immediately whirls out of his seat to seek safety.

“Fuck me,” Kai says, waving smoke from his eyes. Someone caws over his protests. 

Gallahs. The lot of them.

“Nah, I’m right, hey,” Taj says, facing Joel. “Getting bloated. These things are heavy.” 
That’s when that devilish smile widens, and Taj feels his own face splitting. “Fuck, alright.” 
He lets the laugh tear through him as Joel trundles over to the bar.

“Tonight’s the night!” Mick cries, slapping Taj’s shoulders as he treads in Joel’s wake. 

A Namotu pastime | Photograph John Respondek

“Tonight’s the night.” A chorus echoes.

Spinner makes a gurgling sound from across the beach, he has that skull-shaped beer-
bong in his nimble fingers again and is spitting brown shit from his mouth as a chorus 
erupts around him. Short as he is, the tube protruding from the skull is near as long as he is.

What day is it? Taj finds himself thinking, which is always dangerous. When’s that 
swell s’pposed to hit? Fuck, but I better keep better track of this shit. He finds his thoughts 
drifting toward the other island. What were they doing over there? The Tavarua crew? The 
Americans and the rest of them? John John and Kelly and Tavarua. Is their bonfire as big 
as this? Are their nights the nights? What would Kelly be thinking right about now? Prob-
ably about that wave pool he’s got cooking. And then that thought only makes Taj sweat. 
I’m retiring. I’m retiring. Where’s my wave pool? Now that Kelly’s there he can’t get rid 
of him. That’s the thing about legends, they have that incessant ability to linger well after 
their time is due to fuck off. The rivalries Taj and Kelly have had over the years have been 
tumultuous, back and forth, at each other’s throats. By the gods nestled beneath the waves 
of this damned gorgeous ocean, if it weren’t for Kelly Taj could’ve been world champ a 
couple times over. Ah, but then Andy would have stepped up to the plate, more like. That’s 
the thing about the tour, intimidation is part of the routine, right alongside ducking cameras 
and avoiding officials when you’ve had too many brews. And when the hooters are dormant 
and you’re stuck at the same beach with your competitors, cameras packed down, smiles 
slip right off their faces just as easy as the jersey. He stops his thoughts dead as words reach 
his lips; monologue-ing on a session of beers is one of the more interesting feats of life, one 
he’d rather not partake in right now. Everyone’s a philosopher on the grog. Or a dickhead.

As soon as I announced my retirement it was as if all our guards had been dropped 
and we’re just able to enjoy a friendship. Look at us all here. Busying around a fire, not 
worrying about whether I’m gonna hate them if they beat me. I have just become friends 
with everyone way better. In the past, I guess I was pretty cagey, but I always have fun, 
and everyone was still my mate, but I was still there to beat them. We’re all here to beat 
each other. It’s a weird friendship. But this, this is what I’ve been missing. This is what 
I’ve got to look forward to. Only a couple more days, a few more wa—

“Here ya go, mate.” Taj is handed a skull—without a cranium—brimming to over-brim-
ming with a murky kinda clouded liquid. Joel’s other hand holds a similar concoction, 
different skull. Joel has a knowing look in his eye. Taj presses his frothing skull to his lips. 
“See ya at the bottom, ya old bastard,” Joel says.

It’s vile, this fucking swampy drink, but boy could it fuck a grown man stupid. A couple 
of these and you’d be able to fuel a tinny with nothing but your piss, and it’d still be better 
to the kilometre than E10.
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TB: Oh! I had a mohawk at the time too. And one of the nights we had there, someone went “Fuck, 
you’ve got to cut so-and-so’s hair.” And then people would put their hand up and be like “Yeah, shave my 
head too,” and I ended up giving about thirty mohawks. And everyone was just so… like, we were drunk, 
and we were all having the best time of our lives, and I ended up doing all these mohawks. I ended up going 
through three or four sets of clippers. Everyone ended up having a one.

Staring at the last of the skull’s gunk and contemplating pouring it into the midst of his 
bottle-pins, the floaties and bubbled liquid, Taj shakes his head and yet still prefers it to the 
local brew. You know, the Kava. The root the locals grow on islands like these. Nurture the 
things for months and months then pull it from the ground, smash the chunks into a fine 
powder and throw it back with a handful of water. Kava’s like the reverse to this drink. It 
starts up here and throws you on your arse faster than going over the falls would, it gives 
you the buzz, sure, but those Fijians here love the shit. Really love it. All over the island, 
without fail, you’ll hear the holy cupping of their hands—puh puh puh, Mathe! The mild, 
local narcotic is a traditional ceremonious partaking. It’s also a favourite relaxant.

Taj laughs heavily as he pulls the skull from his mouth, lips parted as the final wash 
of cloudy cocktail gushes the back of his throat. The skull in his palm is of similar size 
to the coconut cups the Fijians make you drink Kava from, and although whatever this is 
tastes questionably better than dirt, he recognizes, as his lips draw back into a snarl, that 
he feels the same rush to the head.

“What the fuck was that?”

“No idea,” Joel laughs, as he drops his own skull-cup and wrestles Taj into a headlock, 
laughing like a lunatic.

“Tonight’s the night,” someone shouts. 

“Tonight’s the night,” someone echoes. 

Looking down at the third broken pair of clippers, hair tickling the top of his feet making 
him look as though he’s on a cheap set of a Hobbit film, he can’t contain the laughter any 
longer. How many fucking haircuts has he just given? This has to be some sort of record. 
The most amount of mohawked delinquents on one island! And at the helm, Taj Burrow 
steering them all to heck. Shit, he’s done so many he can’t even remember who’d been the 
first volunteer—the first sacrifice. Who’d even shouted the suggestion? There isn’t a damn 
bloke on this island without a mohawk, and if they don’t have one yet they’re lining up for 
one. Fuck, they better be. I’ve got another set of clippers coming down! Thinking about 
it, where are all these sets of clippers coming from? 

With his sturdy hands Taj grabs the dead clipper’s head choked with thick salty hair and 
tears it free. Dropping it onto a pile of debris, shit like dreadlocks, empty bottles, plastic 
wrappers and the like, he opens his palm as the fourth set arrives.

“You’re up, Joel,” Spinner is saying, guiding the 2012 world champ to the wooden bench 
on the sand. Taj stands over the back of him, haunting with a smile, an electric buzz vibrating 
like a set of bees. But Joel, catering that trademark grin, drops onto the bench reluctant. 

“What are you talking about, mate. You started this all with that fucking skull drink.”

“Didn’t think I’d be getting my hair cut,” Joel says. 

“It’ll grow back. C’mon, you can’t be the only one!” 

“I’ll do it for you, just don’t fuck it up.”

Taj throws his hand onto Joel’s forehead and rips his head back, as if he were a sacrificial 
lamb… the smiling sacrifice. “Cut him,” everyone’s chanting. Joel’s hair is short already, 
doesn’t have a mop, but unlike the others his hair is thick, consistent all the way through 
from forehead to the nape of his neck. Typical dad cut, bloke cut. No wonder the clippers 
are choking up. And laughing and this… this is what Taj has been missing. The camaraderie 
of a few days in paradise, the fucking god damn back stabbing in cease fire and everyone’s 
hair is down. And gone. Mingling in foreign sands, on a foreign shore they’re brothers.

Taj cuts a clean path over Joel’s scalp. This is a channel, smooth as a shaper’s plane. And 
through the channel, thick with black hair either side like the parted sea, run Joel’s fin-
gers—sliding over the white skin there. “C’mon, get the rest of it,” he says.

So Taj hacks into him some more.
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Balters with mates Joel Parkinson, Mick Fanning, Kai Otton and Taj | Photograph John Respondek

The sun’s rising and a few of the Brazilian competitors are already up and about juggling 
a soccer ball on their knees, each shout sending a shockwave to Taj’s skull. Each cry, or 
dive in the sand, a bitter slap, a mourning for slumber. The new sun on his face is unkind. 
The room fan jiggles, creaking with each slow turn and the sweat pooling in Taj’s folds 
speaks volumes. He’s wearing nothing but a sheet and a cloud of regret raining with dis-
torted memories.

A slow hand, a bottle of water and prawn crackers. He rinses them around like a gar-
bage disposal between his gums, but what the hell did he eat last night for his insides to 
be roiling like this? He doubts he even ate. He knows the churning in his guts has nothing 
to do with whether he did or didn’t.

Sitting on his phone in hand he stares at a photo of Rebecca, of Arabella. 

Of his family.

And acknowledges the rock concert pounding against his ribs. He has an appointment 
with Ronnie.
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“Fiji is considered by most of the boys as the best event on tour, I think. And it’s my favourite event so 
it was perfectly fitting to call it my last.”

Taj Burrow

Post Fiji Pro 2016 WSL Interview

Nostalgia

Namotu, Fiji

Funny, how he’d never imaged that he’d be departing the WSL tent with his every career 
memory so presented as to leave him speechless, dethroning him to the harsh reality of his 
uncertain future. The man with the fresh mohawk, and the sun-kissed skin, a one-year-old 
daughter and those he loves waiting for him back home, understands the meaning of what 
has just taken place. It was a tribute, as if he were already gone. A reel of his life as if it 
needed flashing before his eyes. If he is to stumble across the footage again, as he surely 
will in the future, how will he watch this recap of his life and not feel so … sad?

Ronnie takes him back to the very start. Cameras stare like wide-eyed teens, lights pour 
a brilliant glow over his sweating chest and Ronnie smiles a knowing, coordinated smile. 
“Ready?”

The interview begins.

Born on the coastal stretch of Busselton nearly four decades ago, Taj is lost in the grip of 
memories as his life flashes before his eyes. Busselton, his birth place, and the raw coastal 
land made awesome by its abundance of green and clean air. Busselton is where some say 
it all began for Taj but it was not the beginning of his legacy, per-say. It was the subsequent 
town, Yallingup—a move that was the result of his parents Nancy and Vance’s love for open, 
uncrowded waves. In 1974 they’d moved from California, San Diego, to escape the crowds 
and live the wayfarer sorta dreamscape. They began their journey in Perth. His mother 
worked as a waitress while his father, a young muso with a tendency for collaborations, 
gigged his way across the city and its suburbs. But in the end Perth was too reminiscent 
of the city life they left behind and soon became too much. Vance and Nancy migrated 
south to where the waves were bigger, the line-ups less populated and the land was open. 

‘78 was the year it began for Taj, not the year he took to the water, that wouldn’t take 
place until he was seven, but it was the year life began. Apprenticed in his old man’s arts—
music and the way of the water—Taj remembers his first wave.

In Yallingup, in the place Taj still calls home, was a break where the reef—when the 
conditions were right, with the tide high and the swell big—makes the white water trickle, 
roll slow toward shore. He remembers standing up above the reef, hands spread out in a 
poo-man stance, remembers the look on his mum’s face as she fist-pumped the air from the 
beach with a scream breaking from her lungs. The shouts from his old man egging him on 
from behind, still waist deep in the waves where he’d pushed him off. Little did he know 
he had just launched his son into his destiny. From that instant, that moment of adrenaline, 
from the first second he soared across the water’s top, to the very second he fell from the 
board’s grip, Taj was hooked. And like with every surfer, the first wave was too quick. Taj 
needed to feel that rush again, and again. And again. One more wave is just never enough. 

Two years later Taj was competing in his first local boardrider’s contest. At nine years 
old he was itching to compete, but being thrown in the under-eighteen’s division was far 
from ideal. That didn’t stop him from destroying the competition and winning his first 
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ever contest, taking down guys almost twice his age. The memories of those days are the 
beginnings of his career. 

It wasn’t long until Colin from H2O Surfboards was shaping for him, and not long 
after that Rip Curl were throwing him wetties and Quiksilver were sending him wads of 
clothes. He thought he’d made it.

Taj smiles, trekking back to his bungalow, remembering how he’d go to school with the 
sticker packs his sponsors would send him. He became that little bit more popular. Until the 
sticker packs started to go missing. I know the chick who took ‘em, too, he thinks, laughing.

Of course, Maurice Cole came up, didn’t he? In Ronnie’s interview. Not directly of course, 
but it had to be answered with his mention. Turning down the tour, what was I thinking? 
Risky move you wouldn’t contemplate nowadays. Maurice had been Taj’s shaper and man-
ager at the time. Taj was young then, sixteen, seventeen, and was out of his league when 
it came to the big world beyond Yallingup. On a not quite selfless decision, Maurice had 
encouraged Taj—when he was first approached by the world tour—to turn the offer down.

And boy, was there a repercussion. Good luck trying to qualify again, they said. 

Ah well, good riddance to him, Taj murmurs thinking back to his then-manager.

Taj had tried to keep the conflict between himself and Maurice contained, although 
that was became harder and harder to do. The only positive thing he can take from it, he 
supposes, is the fact that he graduated high school. And not just made it to grade ten then 
pulled the pin to get a trade, but made it all the way to grade twelve and walked out of there 
with a high school certificate and a stoked parent on either side of him.

The determination he had was unparalleled, as would become evident.

It was the year his world would change, 1998 he snagged back the position in the Cham-
pionship Tour. He toured the world. He surfed his brains out and was the youngest bloke 
out there every time. He was surfing in bouts against the likes of Mark Occhilupo, Andy 
Irons, Tom Whittaker. Too many to name, more than enough to let the intimidation game 
scare the shit out of him. However, true to his character, Taj prevailed and was crowned 
the CT’s Rookie of the Year.

Well, as it turns out, Taj thinks looking over the beach toward the distant reef known as 
Cloudbreak, once a rookie always a rookie, because he has no idea what to expect next.
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The scores are coming, and it’s fucking close. John John had led the bout from 
the start, though a part of Taj knows he’s come a lot closer than John John 
would have liked. Even as the curtains close on an eighteen-year-long perfor-
mance, and the scores are tallied, marked and called, Taj fails to find fault.

The beer that’s handed to him never tasted so good. 

He doesn’t even remember who hands it to him.

And so he floats. Waiting.
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Generations upon generations of kids have been inspired by Taj Burrow. He’s going to be 
greatly missed.

Martin Potter

Post Fiji Pro 2016 WSL Interview

END
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The Morning

Namotu, Fiji

In the grey gloom of dawn, Taj grinds his teeth as he kneads cream against the sting of 
his twitching muscles. The journey from bed to bathroom has never been further. Limp, 
as his legs wake. Arms either side of the basin. The hangover’s worse. His gut wrenches, 
twists and, for lack of a better word, screams. Taj’s heart beats to the throng of a headache. 
He’s going to vomit but instead dry heaves. The morning air is warm. Sweat pools in the 
crevices of his evolving dad-body, bubbles burst beneath his puffy eyes. Traversing chan-
nels across tight leather-tanned skin, sweat leaves a mark on his cheek, grinding across 
salt-stained pores. Chafe burns as he crouches, the burn of his testicles, between his legs, 
under his arms. He exhales, blowing out his cheeks like a tired balloon and stares his own 
eyes dead in the fogged mirror. The hangover’s worse, and alcohol has nothing to do with 
it. No. The culprit is nerves and the assault has only just begun. 

Taj drops onto the bathtub’s edge running a hand through his hair and resumes rubbing 
cool gel into the back of his legs. Shit, he says. John John Florence. His heart is in his throat. 
Of all the possibilities, of the outcomes to unfold, the man he’s to face in the third round 
is the current world number three. Undoubtedly the deserved number one.

John John Florence is a young Hawaiian, blond and shaggy of head with an over-sized 
jaw, he dominates with fear. His hairless face, dark blue eyes above a straight-nosed pale 
face that looks too calculating, calm no matter who stands before him. Reminiscent of a 
young Kelly Slater with a slightly introverted quirk to his nature.

Florence’s surfing prowess is an acrobatic combination of precise aerials and smooth, 
rail-gripping drives. His barrel game is strong. Nothing Taj can’t combat if it comes to tube 
rides; if it comes down to anything at all, it’ll be the waves themselves; Mother Nature and 
the pulses she throws.

The swell has begun to swoop in, and the winds are blowing steady, the tides are col-
lecting and the ocean calls.

No.

Cloudbreak beckons.

Prepared or not, Taj straightens and locks himself dead-eye in the mirror and shouts. 
Prepared or not. Taj feels the veins pulse in his neck as his voice deepens. Prepared or not. 
Taj grips either side of the basin, Voltaren’s sting fueling his throat’s tear. Prepared for a 
showdown like he’s never known, today is the day the world of surfing will stop, hold its 
breath and pray; not for Taj, but for the clock—for the clock to slow its count—for the reign 
of Fiji that is about to be throttled and Taj is ready to overthrow.

John John won’t see me coming.

The history books save a page for this day. For this day will go down as heat of the year. 

Taj doesn’t know it yet, but it’s the final heat he will ever surf.
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Round Three

Cloudbreak, Fiji

“I was a little bit uneasy because I was just a little bit nervous on how it’s all gonna’ unfold, I didn’t even 

think about performing well I kinda’ just forgot to surf. It probably hasn’t really sunk in but then again I 

really am looking forward to it. I don’t feel competitive any more, I much prefer the part where I’m having 

a beer with all the boys and just kinda’ relaxing. All the boys have shown so much support and they all 

high-five me and give me the best vibe, it’s just such a good feeling. And just all my friends and family - and 

fans - it’s so cool to see how many people will support surfing, and me as well. You forget sometimes when 

you’re in it and then you feel all this love coming from everyone and it’s incredible. So I’m... really happy.”

Taj Burrow

Post Fiji Pro 2016 WSL Interview

A MAN ABOVE THE REEF

It all comes down to this. No one is left breathing, no one dares prod the animal. The 
rocking is nauseating, stiff bones like rigor mortis, the after blow of each turn is a battle, 
not an arrow fires astray. The war has begun.

Strike for strike, the surfing of round three is a massacre. No one treads into this pool, 
a bloodbath and Taj is soaked. Dripping from his fangs, nails dirty and eyes as wide as a 
frenzied dingo, salt stings the nostrils and he likes the taste of its burn. John John is no 
better, rabid with his slashes, relentless sprayage and brutal hacks as he traces his fins 
across the waves of Cloudbreak. The maws of the waves, the beasts cannot contain either 
of them, cannot—they won’t let it be so!—and so they bury in its throat so deep the only 
out is to be spat with its roar.

The ocean’s surface is scattered with the white remains of giants, and so the waves 
scream as they’re torn apart and return only to be bigger than before, and the judges can’t 
keep up, and their pages are thrown with the speed of battle.

Taj and John eye each other from across the break, dripping with each other’s life blood, 
their livelihoods on the line, the world is forgotten, all that matters is the fight, and it’s Taj’s 
turn to thrust. Cloudbreak screams. Welcomes him for a final roll of the dice.

The coast looks further away. With rolling white walls blocking the thrashed treelined-trop-
icana and subsequent reefs and sandbars overgrown with mangroves, the islands 
beyond may as well be home; a place of sanctuary and calm. The sea holds none of that 
today. A roll of foam the colour of polished bone sails into the distant gutters of the 
ocean and dies with a weak pulse. From the back of the break Taj can see beyond the 
sponsor tower where inlays of sand make a moor, and it reminds him of his own depth.

He’s jealous his ankles are not buried on that shore, his family clinging to his arms, so 
free, he imagines the waters of Yallingup—and the waters he bleeds for. Yet this 
place, where the pockets of shallow islands are placed like dropped marbles in the 
sand, would make for a fine holiday. Taj never thought he’d be dreaming of escape as he 
does now. An escape where surfing is furthest thing from his mind.

From the tower, Taj and John John are tiny pinpricks in the sea, amidst the gentle, 
rocking tide, paddling frantically as they fill the atmosphere with a stale, yet infectious, 
intensity; they achieve this with only their presence.
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This does not seem right, a war as graceful as this. It shouldn’t look like this. From the 
tower, it feels as if the instruments of a dream are roleplaying, and smiles are currency.

A good day to witness a fight from a tower.

A good day to face down the end.

Now that’s maximizing time behind the curtain, Joe. John John straight out of the gates.

Martin Potter on John John Florence

Round Three, Heat Ten: Fiji Pro 2016 WSL Broadcast

Everyone has made it from Namotu. The kitchen hands wear golden jerseys, the maids, the 
concierge, the bar-hands and the guides, they bounce on boats with 99’s enough to total 
the phone-book. Jerseys tight on their frames, they cheer and they aren’t alone.

The electricity is unparalleled, and it spurs Taj to surf as if the volts are delivered direct 
into his bones. Even Mick, who has just surfed, has paddled back to the host of Aussies, 
Fijians and supporters from around the world, just to add his voice to the chorus.

John John, who has been training with Bede since the Quik on the Gold Coast, has just 
been spat from a wave, he goes down in the end bumps, but judges tend to overlook that. 
He’ll be scored with enough weight to force a lead change (8.17). Cloudbreak has shown 
up, it arrived with peaks double over-head, hollow barrels and fast lines.

It’s time for Taj to answer back. He shoots through the back section of a blue line 
stretched out like an accordion to pull into a deep barrel. Seconds after John John has tak-
en a dive off his board Taj is caved. Two seconds wander by before he’s thrown forward, 
fluidly slicing through the water like a knife through butter, he attacks with a trademark 
bottom-turn-top-turn combo, righting the maneuver with a backhand carve up the top of 
the lip—but Taj wants more, eyeing that lip line he carves it back to the source and reels 

Well if there was any question whether Taj was going to take this heat seriously then there’s your answer, 

Joe. [...] I think we’ll see the lead change.

Martin Potter on Taj Burrow

Round Three, Heat Ten: Fiji Pro 2016 WSL Broadcast

as water graces him on all sides like a dancer floating through silks; following through, 
coasting his way to the channel, he dives for the waiting ski (8.0).

Unlike round one, he hasn’t missed an opportunity, John John isn’t so forgiving—John 
John is considered the best in the game, and it sure as shit feels that way to Taj. He knew 
coming into this round he’d have to surf like he hadn’t surfed in years. He wasn’t quite 
sure he was up for it. All that skepticism is dead and gone now. And so, while Taj rides a 
jet-ski he ignores his own rationale and John John upholds his reputation.

There are only waves. Fragments of other-worldly notions come and knock that thought 
from the pedestal every so often, like when Taj takes off on his first wave of the heat. What 
a riot. So caught up in the goal he forgets to journey—he blames the nerves. Eighteen years 
on tour, thirty years surfing, he forgets how to surf. Not the ‘oh, I’m gonna go out there 
and just go with the flow’ forgets how to surf, he literally just forgets to think, he blanks. 
Blanks up and goes straight on a six-foot barreling wall of pearlescent water. Talk about 
kook of the day, not the ideal opening to a round.

Time and again he finds he’s almost paralysed by the idea of fear, overcome by anxiety, 
as the clock unwinds and he watches his career trace through his fingers as easily as running 
water. Mindful of the fact he has a job to do he senses this about himself and is pleased. He 
laughs. Taj is having a ball! What is there to stress about? It takes the best kid in the world 
to push him to his limits, to open him up again and prove he isn’t just a wash-up but worthy 
of a place on tour. The WSL will miss him ... but not as much as Arabella will if he stays.
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He’s had too much to feel right now, and it seems not even surfing

Cloudbreak will shake distractions free.

So, the battle must go on. The epic continues. John John’s move.

The scores draw closer.

Taj feels alive.

And we’ll see another lead change.

Martin Potter on John John Florence

Round Three, Heat Ten: Fiji Pro 2016 WSL Broadcast

John John’s unique hardly-any-arm-movement kind of style commandeers his last wave as 
he drags, engages, his body with the water, shifting momentum, owning barrels. You’d be 
hard pressed to find anyone who can get as deep in a tube. Taj accepts the fact and throws 
out what arsenal he has left as the cheers dancing on the wind spur him onto his next wave.

He endures a bouncy take off by gripping rail and pulling hard left.

The barrel closes over his head and begins to tighten, he maximises the time he’s got, 
not so hollow but he’s squeezing in before launching with the spit in a dirty exit, a bounce 
breaking through the wall; the line stays open as he sets up. He wriggles in a carve to 
align a massive vertical backhand, hammering on the lip, jamming it right there, getting 
as vertical as it gets.

Not done yet.

Another lead change, Joe, guaranteed.

Martin Potter

Round Three, Heat Ten: Fiji Pro 2016 WSL Broadcast

With speed still on his side, Taj drives rail across the face of the wave, the crystalline 
blue cut with accurate, calculated maneuvers.

The backside-rail work as he finds and slices the section is guided by the woos of the 
well-wishers. Feeding off the love, the energy, he’s not giving in without a fight.

The judges nod to each other (9.20).

John John answers back alright, the judges still tallying the numbers and Taj isn’t waiting 
around on results, he’s surfing, the scores are wind, the opinions void, he’s surfing, 
surfing and that’s just what he does. John John’s still attacking his wave when Taj 
takes off on a double over-head screamer and pulls in for a quick tube ride. He proves 
his worth, his position on tour and jams a carve across the monster before ripping a 
huge backside tail drift to end the line, he gets out of there, jumps on the ski.

Two minutes pass and there’s nothing wrong with using priority. He goes for wave 
of the day, its colossal, more than double over-head, closer to ten foot than anything else, 
and its clean and inviting.

Taj paces himself from the take-off, he knows what’s coming.

The wave is forming and opening its maw. He slips into the tube as it hollows out, 
a birth of turgid water, spitting and thrashing as it pits itself into a heavy, giant barrel. 
The entire channel is freaking out. Somewhere John John is surfing ahead but Taj 
knows he’s just cleared something special.
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Spitting from the barrel, closer to seven seconds from when he’d entered, he stands tall, 
faces the cameras and throws his hands out to the side, how about that!

But the wave is not done, he takes a look at the lip as its forming and goes to give it a 
crack; that’s when the rail digs, his body language too nonchalant, and falls head over feet.

John John’s wave is scored. He’s taken the lead.

Taj needs a 9.56.

Taj needed a 9.56 he got a 9.40 so that little mishap at the end of that wave could be the difference that it 

comes down to.

Martin Potter

Round Three, Heat Ten: Fiji Pro 2016 WSL Broadcast

He crosses the tight gap and looks John John Florence in the eyes.

He’s the first person he embraces as the hooter sounds, and he’s a retired man.

WSL Score Card: Round Three, Heat Ten (www.wsl.com)
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“That was one of the best heats of my life,” Burrow said. “I could not have picked a better 
way to finish my last event ever. The waves were exactly how I’d want them and John John 
is exactly who I’d want to surf against in those types of waves; someone who will push 
me to be my best.”

Taj Burrow

WWW.ABC.COM.AU
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Broken and beaten at last, the body slumps with eighteen years of pressure sliding off 
into nothingness, the spirit sings, free, peaceful as it drifts away into the beyond in an 
effortless and humble gift of goodbye. This, Taj knows, is a feeling long time coming, and 
not too dissimilar to peace. There were other times when he knew his soul had sung. But 
this had been building up inside his chest too long, filling him from the very moment he 
first stood up on a board, growing and swelling with every heat, every performance, too 
long it had grown, weighing on him like a burden and now, like a gentle fall, it has taken 
flight and he is free.

The applause is deafening, the slap of the water, thick, as the volume of hands multiplies 
against the surface waves lapping against the boats, they bob, surfers and rafts alike. The 
sound is familiar, though Taj has never heard a chorus like this, it makes him think of the 
people who got him to this moment, of the people over the years, remembered and forgotten.

It will be remembered. He sits in the middle of a circle, surrounded by strangers, peers, 
colleagues, surfers, boaters and the sea, in the moment he is officially sent off. He feels 
the need to hold onto the tears. Not yet, not while the cameras are here, not while he wears 
the jersey, not while Arabella and Bec wait for him at home. Yet his face is wet, and if the 
odd tear falls, who’s to know? And if he is to shed a tear, only minutes post his final round, 
still in the water he had just given his life for, they would be for himself alone. One drop 
to weep for who he had once been; a second for who he had become.

He finds John in red, huddling not too distant from where he floats, and in the myriad 
of the moment he nods in gratitude, thunders an applause fit for a boulder. There’s Kelly, 
a glint of a smile on his face that reads, I’ll give you this. Even a few of the young’uns he 
hadn’t had a real chance to get to know, slapping the sides of boats with sun beaten arms. 
Their faces ecstatic.

It’s all too much, he tells himself, he’s ready to be a dad and nothing but a dad, and 
perhaps a brewer. Time is slowed and even this begins to feel mechanical in its way, not 
disjointed but on the cusp of routine, a rehearsal for the public’s eye; but he knows this isn’t 
an absolute truth, he knows it for what it is, it’s the second before the real media circus shit 
begins, the second before the interviews and the PTC’s and the quotes and all the other shit 
he’d need to do before he can really let it all wash over him. But that’s what this is, isn’t it?

They’re giving him his time, still in the water, in the 99, giving him the moment, the 
minute of peace he’s been stumbling toward for eighteen memorable years. To relive ev-
ery one of those years would be like stumbling up the steps drunk, like a man blind and 
staggering, trying to find his way home, juggling keys in one hand and nursing the bottle 
in the other. Sometimes the tour felt like that, sometimes he’d felt like that on tour. But 
despite it all, the tour, has given him something remarkable.

There’s so much to be grateful for he feels his shoulders shake as he breaks down. Taj’s 
smile never slips though his hands shake as he rubs them over his face. The applause is 
relentless. The chorus sings overhead, on the wind. Where had that humbled spirit flown 
off to?

A place where ambition goes to rest? How can he hope to hold himself together? Pitch-
ing forward, he splashes his face with the warm waters, and though it’s a failed attempt to 
hide the smile through his hands he does it again. Again.

A rocking chair, a picture book. A small room, a balcony overlooking the shore. Birds 
in the nest, singing a new song. It’s funny, how for months he’s been thinking of this very 
moment, and now that it’s here all he can think about is home. Not sparing a thought for 
the heat with John, not sparing a second glance for the tower or the cameras there; all that 
matters are the faces around him and the next few steps. What use is there in running when 
for the rest of his life he’s been licensed to walk?

And the women in this vision smile there, in the rocking chair, on the balcony by the 
shore. The birds change melodies and suddenly he wishes for his girls. When thought sub-
sides, and he realises he’ll be home soon, he remembers his hands over his face and drops 
them to the water. The rocking chair by the balcony, the women there will have him soon.

And then he lifts his head up and fixes an eye on Mick, “Congrats, mate,” he says.

Not because he’s in denial he shakes his head because he can’t believe it. They’re coming 
from everywhere now.

“Nice one, legend.”

“Eighteen years too short, mate.”

“Congrats, ya grommet!”

All this from so many people. Of course, Spinner’s there, G, Mick, Joel, Jack, Jules, Gabe, 
Wilko, Ace... all their faces mould into one. The boats creak and a couple knock together, 
as if everyone’s forgotten how pumping Cloudbreak is. Taj reaches up to the closest boat 
and high-fives someone in a replica WSL 99 jersey, Burrow on the back, and his frothing 
grin ear to ear. These are the moment’s he’ll miss, but are no longer the moments he lives 
for; these are just moments above a reef for a man who loves to surf. And it’s an honour to 
have been supported for so long. The love he’s received, well it chokes him.

Looking around, he takes a mental still, and he rocks back on his Mayhem and shakes 
his head a final time with a smile. Laying it out, it’s a fairytale, everyone has them, the 
sun’s high, the ocean glorious and the reef full of coral you’ll find nowhere else. Namotu 
and the islands say their farewells, but they know, like Taj, these aren’t goodbyes. The 
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perfect ingredients to a perfect ending. And all of this, from the moment the siren sound-
ed to the moment he climbs aboard a boat, lasts a few seconds. But they’re seconds he’ll 
never forget. Taj Burrow says farewell. Surrounded by competitors. Surrounded by friends. 
Surrounded by the sea.

Ready to go home.

A Man Above the Reef | Photograph John Respondek
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